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ABSTRACT
Let t be a semi-tribe of subsets of S , X a 
locally convex spaq^e and \ : t - ^ X  be a measure. A scalar 
valued function f on S is X-integrable if the functional 
equation <JEf(t)*(dt),x •> =JE f(t)<X (dt),x»> has a solution 
for each E c C(t). In Chapter Two we investigate the 
properties of the X-integral, proving that the dominated 
convergence theorem holds in sequentially complete spaces, 
and that If t is a o-algebra, f is X.-integrable if and 
only if there is a sequence of simple function converging 
pointwise to f whose Integrals over each E e C(t) are 
convergent. Some attention is given to providing sufficient 
conditions for integrability for arbitrary t , and it Is 
shown that if X is a B-space and X Is finite variation 
on t f then every v ( x )-integrable function is \-integrable.
Chapter Three is concerned with the approximation of
u-Lipschitz measures \: t ~ ^ X  , where u is a non-negative
1 00measure on t for which L ( n ) ' = L (u) . Such a measure 
X is said to satisfy (v) if, for each zero neighborhood 
V in X , there is a simple measure such that 
(X - Et ^ nU £ x 1)(E) c u(E)V for all E e t. The compact­
ness of Ag(X )°° - f|Ji (E)-1X (E) :u (E) > o}°° implies that X
iv
satisfies (v), and the two conditions are equivalent In
quasi-complete spaces. The space of functions a:S X
which are weakly in ^ ”(u) and for which o[S]°° is
u-essentially compact is denoted by f̂” (u,X). We prove 
1 00that if L (u ) 1 = L (U ) and if X is either an P-space, 
the dual of a separable F-space with the weak-star topology 
or a separable F-space with Its weak topology, then 
\:T-^^X has a derivative in (u,X) if and only if 
Ag(\)00 is compact.
In Chapter Four we consider the question of the 
existence of weak derivatives for vector measures which are 
absolutely continuous with respect to a scalar measure u 
having the direct sum property. A function o into X is 
of type (c) if, for each E e t with W(E) > o , there is 
an F c e such that u(F) > o and o[F]oc> is compact.
We show that \ :t X is the Pettis indefinite integral of 
a function of type (c) if and only if X is u-continuous, 
v(x'X,S) <<» for each x' e X 1 and if each non-u-zero 
set E e t contains a non-u-zero set F e t for which 
AF (X)°° is compact. A function o is B-integrable if it 
is of type (c) and if {| <a( ■ ),xf>| *. x' e u°} is order 
bounded in L^(M) for each zero neighborhood U in X. 
This definition reduces to the usual definition of Bochner 
integrable in F-space. We give necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a measure \ from C(t) into a quasi- 
complete space to be the indefinite integral of a
v
B-integrable function by simply strengthening one hypothesis 
of our Radon-Nikodym theorem for functions of type (c) to 
Vy(X>S) < oo for each zero neighborhood U. As corollaries
to this last result, we obtain generalizations to F-spaces 
of the theorems of Rieffel and Phillips, and show that a 
measure from C(t ) into a nuclear F-space has a Bochner 




This paper is concerned with two topics; first, a 
functional approach to the problem of integrating a scalar 
valued function with respect to a vector valued measure, 
and second, the general question of the existance of 
derivatives of vector valued measures. In both instances 
our basic assumptions about the measures involved are 
quite general. Specifically, we consider measures X 
which have their values in a locally convex, Hausdorff 
space X and which are defined on a semi-tribe t of 
subsets of a set S. A semi-tribe (a collection closed 
under finite union, relative complement and countable 
intersection) seems to be the natural domain for vector 
valued measures.
The definition of a X-integrable function is quite 
simple. f is X-integrable if it is <X(•),x'>-integrable 
for each x' e X' and if the functional equation
= Jgf(t)<X(dt),x '> has a solution in X
for each set E in the ^-algebra C(t ) =
{ P C S :  P H E e T  for all E e t }. The Integral so
defined is in no sense a "weak" integral, and in fact the 
differences between the properties of the X-integral and
1
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the analogously defined Pettis Integral for vector valued 
functions are striking. For Instance, the dominated con­
vergence theorem (Theorem 2.10) holds in the Mackey 
topology on X , and the indefinite integral can he 
approximated uniformly by the indefinite Integral of a 
simple function whenever t is a ff-algebra.
The second topic to be considered is the more 
interesting and difficult, and is best approached by first 
considering the special case of measure which are Lipschitz 
with respect to a fixed, non-negative measure u on r  .
For X a measure and E e C(t ) , Aj.(X)°° is the closed,
absolutely convex hull of (U(F)"1^(F) :M(E) > 0 and FCE). 
Following Rieffel, we will refer to AE (X)°° as the average 
range of X over E .
In [6] Dunford and Pettis showed that, for M- 
d-finlte, every |i-Lipschitz measure into the dual of a 
separable B-space has a derivative with respect to . 
Phillips ([14] and [15]) proved a similar theorem for 
measures into a B-space for which Ag(x)°° is weakly 
compact. Dieudonne' {[13]) established that a M-Lipschitz 
measure X into the dual of a B-space has a Pettis 
derivative whenever L*(M) has a lifting. His technique 
was, basically, to find derivatives for the measures 
<x,X(*)> and then to piece together the weak derivatives 
of X using the lifting property. This method generalizes
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immediately, via the Mackey-Arens Theorem, to Lipschitz 
measures into arbitrary locally convex spaces with weakly 
compact average ranges.
The problem of determining which measure spaces 
have liftings was solved in the main by A. and C. Ionescu 
Tulcea, who showed in [21] that ^-finite measure spaces 
have liftings. Dinculeanu ([15]) proved that L*(U) has 
a lifting if and only if u has the direct sum property - 
this last class of measure spaces includes both Radon end 
a-finite measures.
Roughly speaking, the results of Dunford-Pettis, 
Phillips, Dieudonne and, to a great extent, those of 
Tulcea ([22]) and Dinculeanu ([5]) are of the following 
form:
"Theorem": If X is a u-Lipschitz measure with
values in X and the average range of X is compact, then 
has a weak derivative with respect to d .
For example, the Dunford-Pettis Theorem specifies 
that U be ^-finite and that the average range is compact 
in the weak-star topology. The theorem of Dinculeanu 
(Theorem 4, p. 263 of [5]) specifies that U have the direct 
sum property and, though not explicitly, requires com­
pactness (norm boundedness) in the topology of simple weak- 
star convergence on B(X,Y") .
u
Out Theorem 3.16 is a version of the "theorem"
stated above. The assumption made about H is that 
00 1L (ji) = L (u) ’ , but we require various countability
conditions on the range space of X - specifically, that
X is a F-space and A g ( X ) ° °  is compact, that X is a 
separable, metrizable space and A S ( X) °°  is weakly 
compact, or that X is dual to a separable, metrizable 
space and A g ( X ) ° °  is weak-star compact.
It is possible to approximate a H-Lipschitz measure
X even if it is not know that X has a derivative with
respect to M . The approximation condition we consider Is 
(v): for each zero neighborhood V in X ,
there is a partition < n C ^(T ) s
and a set (xi)^ < n C ^ such that 
X(E) - £ t < ^i(E0 E 1 )x1 e u(E)V for all E e t .
This condition arises naturally, since if X were 
to have a derivative and if the derivative could be 
approximated uniformly by simple functions, then X would 
satisfy (v). If L"(u) = and x is a u-LIpschitz
measure with compact average range, then X satisfies (v) 
(Theorem 3-5)* As a partial converse, if X satisfies (v) 
then X is H-Lipschitz and AS (X)°° is totally bounded.
The Radon-Nichodym problem for H-continuous measures 
is considered in Chapter Four. A function 0:S— *X is of
5
type (c) if o is weakly measurable and if every set E € t 
with u(E) > o contains a subset F e t such that u(F)>o 
and the convex hull of O’[F ] is relatively compact. A 
function into an F-space is of type (c) if and only if it 
is weakly measurable and locally essentially separably 
valued (Proposition 4.11). There is also a close connection 
between functions of type (c) and the Bourbaki definition of 
measurable function on a locally compact space (those that 
satisfy the conclusion of Lusin's Theorem). A function 
Oi S X is said to be locally P-integrable with respect to 
l-i if <®(*),x'> e / 1 (u) for each x' e X' , and if the 
linear form (t),*>U(dt) is a (X',X) continuous for
each E e t . The main result of Chapter Four is:
Theorem 4.9: Suppose u has the direct sum pro­
perty. Then X.:t X is the P-indefinite integral of a 
function of type (c) if and only if
1) X ( E ) = o  whenever W(E) = o ,
2) <X(.),x'> is finite variation for each x f e X' , 
and
3) for each E € t with M- (E ) > o , there is an
F e 2̂ * D t such that M(F) > o and Ap(X)°°
is compact.
Special cases of Theorem 4.9 are known. Deaudonne1s 
theorem in [4] concerns measures into the duals of separable 
B-spaces, and is essentially our theorem with the weak-star
6
topology on the space. More closely related to Theorem 
4.9 Is a result of Metivier In [10], which shows that, for 
u finite, weak compactness in 3) implies the existence 
of a Pettis derivative. Strengthening 2) to " \ is finite 
variation", Rleffel has shown that in a B-space a variant 
of 3) requiring that AE (X)°° be dentable implies the 
existence of a Bochner derivative (see [17]).
A function a: S - ^ X  is said to be B-integrable if
it is of type (c) and if, for each zero neighborhood U in
X , the set (|<d(.),x ’>(: x ’ e U°) is order bounded in
L^fu). Assuming that X is an F-space and U has the
direct sum property, this definition is the same as that of
the Bochner integrable functions (Proposition 4.11). As a 
corollary to Theorem 4.9, we obtain:
Theorem 4.10: Suppose U has the direct sum pro­
perty, X is quasi-complete and X:C(t ) —y X  is a measure. 
For \ to be the indefinite integral with respect to u 
of a B-integrable function, it is necessary and sufficient 
that
1) X is M-continuous,
2) X is finite variation, and
3) given E e t\?? , there Is an F e 2^ 0 ( T\ ^ i )
such that A p ( x ) ° °  is compact.
Using Theorem 4.10 we obtain generalizations of the 
theorems of Rleffel ([16]) and Phillips ([15]) to F-spaces
7
(Theorem 4.12 and Theorem 4.15> respectively) and show, that 
In a nuclear F-space, u-continuity is necessary and sufficient 
for X to have a H-derivative (Theorem 4.16).
CHAPTER ONE
The object of this chapter Is to briefly summarize 
the material concerning locally convex spaces and measures 
which we will need in the sequel.
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the 
basic facts concerning locally convex spaces, so the 
emphasis in this area is to set notation and terminology to 
be used throughout this paper. The measure theoretic 
material is considered in more detail and, except for the 
numbered theorems, is drawn principally from Dinculeanu 
([5])* A familiarity with integration with respect to a 
complex valued (not necessarily complete) measure defined 
on a a-algebra is needed in Chapter Two - excellent treat­
ments of this theory may be found in [7] and ]18].
The term locally convex space always refers to a 
locally convex, Hausdorff linear topological space over 
either the reals (R) or complex numbers (fc). A B-space 
(F-space) is a complete normed (metrizable) locally convex 
space. The dual X' of a locally convex space X is the 
vector space of continuous linear functionals on X and 
<x,x'> is the value of x' e X* at x e X. The weak-star
topology in X 1 , denoted by a(X',X) , is generated by the
8
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semi-norms p (x') = |<x,x’>| , where x e X.
The polar of M c X is the set
M° = (x1 e X 1: sup M l<x,x'>| < 1) and the bipolar ofA t I*! 1
M is M°° = {x e X: sup , Mo|<x,x’>| < 1]. M°° is theA t 1*1 “
smallest closed, absolutely convex (i.e., circled and 
convex) set containing M ([19], Theorem 1.5, p. 126). The 
Banach-Alaoglu Theorem ([19], Corollary 4.3, P- 84) asserts 
that if zero is interior to U c X , then U° is o(X',X) 
compact. By a zero neighborhood in X we will normally 
mean a set U = U°° containing zero in its interior, so
that the semi-norm Py(x) = supx , £ o|<x,x'>l determines
U.
Besides the given topology on X , the weak and 
Mackey topologies, denoted by a(X,X') and t (x ,X')
respectively, are of special interest. The first is
determined by the semi-norms p ,(x) = |<x,x'>| for all
x ’ e X 1 , and the second by the semi-norms P^(x) =
SUPX i e * where M is a o(X’,X) compact
absolutely convex subset of X f. a(X,X*) and T(X,X') 
are, respectively, the weakest and strongest locally convex 
topologies on X under which its dual is still X r (see 
[191, Theorem 3*2, p. 131). Prom this it follows that a 
set in X is T (X,X’) bounded if and only if it is
10
o(X,X') bounded, and that the weak and Mackey closures of 
convex sets coincide. t (X',X) will always denote the
Mackey topology of X' under c(X',X).
If X Is normed, then x 1
a norm on X' under which X* Is a B-space. The dual of
X 1 with this norm topology Is denoted by X". With the
natural norm topology on X" , the map Q: X-»X" given
by <x',Qx> = <x,x’> is an isometry and the image of X
in X" is o(X,,JX') dense (see [7], Theorem 5, p. 424).
X is reflexive if Q is onto, and in this case the closed
unit ball of X is a(X,X') compact.
A set M c X is relatively compact if its closure 
in X is compact - the term relatively weakly compact 
refers to relative compactness in <y(X,X'). X has property 
(EC) if M°° is compact whenever M is relatively compact. 
Quasi-complete spaces (those in which closed, bounded sets 
are complete) have this property, as do F-spaces under 
their weak topologies ([19], Theorem 11.4, p. 189).
For X and Y locally convex space, B(X,Y) is
the space of continuous linear operators from X into Y.
The adjoint A' of A c  B(X,Y) is the operator from Y'
into X' given by <x,A*yr> = <Ax,y*>. An operator 
A e B(X,Y) is compact if it maps bounded sets into 
relatively compact sets, and is weakly compact if it maps
< xI<x,x *>| is
11
bounded sets Into relatively weakly compact sets. If X Is 
a B-space and A is a compact operator from X into Y , 
then A"[X"] c Y and, for U a zero neighborhood in X , 
A'[U°] is compact in the norm topology an X ’. These 
basic facts concerning compact and weakly compact operators 
may be found in Grothendieck1s paper ([8])
SLet S be a set. 2 is the collection of all 
subsets of S. The limit superior of a sequence (En)
2S is the set lim E„ = 0 u . Em , and the limitn n > 1 m > n m '
inferior is lim E_ = U„ ̂  ^ „E„. If lim E„ = lim E„ ,  n n > 1 m > n m n - n
their common value is denoted by lim E^ and is called the 
limit of the sequence (En ) * A semi-tribe of subsets of S
gis a non-empty collection in 2 which is closed under 
finite union, relative complement and countable intersection.
Every semi-tribe contains the empty set ^ . If t is a
Esemi-tribe, E e t and (En) a sequence in 2 n t  ,
then U . ,E , lim E and lim E are in t . An 1 n n ---  n
0-algebra is a semi-tribe which contains S. For a semi­
tribe t of subsets of X , C(t ) is the o-algebra
{F e 2®: F fl E e t for all E e t ). Notice that
C(t ) = t if t is a o-algebra. By a partition of a set 
E e C(t ) , we mean a finite pairwise disjoint collection 
in C(t ) whose union is E.
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In the remainder of our discussion, X is a locally 
convex space and t is a semi-tribe of subsets of S. For
E c S , X E denotes the characteristic function of E . If
a:S jX and f is a function from S into the scalar
field of X , fa is the function whose value at s e S 
is f(s)a(s) ; we will often reverse the order of this 
multiplication (the meaning will always be the same) and 
will write xf if a assumes only the value x e X. A 
function from S into X is C(t)-simple if it can be put 
in the form Z ^ < nx^XE j where (x^) is a finite set in
X and (E^) is a finite, pairwise disjoint collection in
C(t ) ; the function is T-simple if the sets E^ can be
choosen from t . o ;S— -*X is C(T )-measurable (or, more 
briefly, measurable) if a~^[U] e C(t ) for each open set 
U in X. Each C(T)-simple function Is measurable, and a 
is measurable if and only if axE is measurable for each
E e t .
A more useful concept is that of weak measurability. 
a:S— >X is weakly measurable if <o(-),x'> is measurable 
for each x 1 e X'.
A weakly measurable function ^ need not be 
measurable with the weak topology on X , although the 
inverse images under a of the basic a(X,X') open sets 
fx e X: max^ R |<x-xQ ,x^*>| < 1) are in C(t ). The
13
weakly measurable functions form a vector space closed under 
polntwise limits, and every measurable function Is weakly 
measurable. The converse of this last statement is not 
necessarily true, but Moore in [11] has extended Pettis' 
result (see [13]) to show that if X is metrizable,
C:S— -»X is weakly measurable and <J[E] is separable for 
all E e t , then o is measurable in the given metric 
topology on X. We will call a function a :S— » X r weak- 
star measurable if <x,o(*)> is measurable for each x e X.
This coincides with the idea of weak measurability if we
consider X* under a(X',X) , but we Introduce this special 
case to avoid confusion when X is normed.
A function u;T--is additive if u(E U F) =
u(E) + u(F) for all E, F e t with E 0 F = $  , and is a
measure if it is additive and lim ^(En ) = 0 for each
decreasing sequence (En ) *-n T with empty intersec tion.
The range of a measure . u is locally bounded, that Is, the 
set fu(F): F € 2 fl t ) is bounded in X for each E e  t .
Also, if E € t and (En ) is a pairwise disjoint sequence
in 2E H t , then u(Un > iEn ) ~ EnU ^En ^ ‘ Grothendieck,
in [8], has shown that if--- u:T-yX is additive and
<X(•)»*’> is a measure for each x' e X ’ , then u is a 
measure in t (X,X'). Below, U is always a measure from
t into X.
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If U = U°° Is a zero neighborhood in X , then
Vy(u,E) , the U-variation of a set E c C(t ) , Is the
supremum of the sums 2^ ^ nPy[u (E^)] » where (E^ Is a
Epairwise disjoint collection in 2 0 t . when X is normed
we consider only the variation determined by the closed unit 
ball in X and will drop the subscript U. In [5] Dinculeanu 
defines the set function V^(u,•) only in this case, but
all its familiar properties carry over to the locally 
convex spaces - in particular, v^fu,*) is a measure on
C(t ) if < oo. A set of finite u-variation
if Vy(u,S)<°° for all U . This is true for all E e t
if X is the real or complex numbers. U is said to be
finite if S is of finite U-variation, and U is 
o-finlte if S is the countable union of sets of finite 
u-variation.
Definition 1.1: Let U = U°° be a zero neighbor­
hood in X. The U-semi-variation of a set E e C(t ) is 
HullyCE) = supx , € y O V f x ' u ^ ) .
This definition agrees with those given in [5] an 
[1] when X is normed and U is the closed unit ball in 
X. Again, when X is normed we consider only the semi­
variation over the closed unit ball.
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Theorem 1.2: Let U = U°° be a zero neighborhood
in X.
1) For E e T , Pu[u (E) ] < M y f E )  < 4sup (p^u (F) ]: Fe2EnT }<«>.
2) If E e t , (En ) is a sequence in 2E 0 t and
lim E exists, then lim E € T j|u||TT(lim E ) =n n U' n'
Proof: The corresponding properties of the scalar
variations V(x'U,*) for x' e U° immediately establish 
1) ■
To establish 2), we first suppose (En ) c  2 ^ T
is a decreasing sequence with empty intersection. If 
||n||y(En ) does not converge to zero, we can obtain a
contradication by constructing a subsequence of (En ) as
follows. There is a positive e such that HullyfE ) > e
for all n. Since Hnl^fE-^) > e , there is an x 1 e U°
such that Vfx'UjE^) > e. Choose n^ large enough so that
e > V(x'u,E ). By 1), 4 sup {pTT(u (F)): F e t and
2  n2 U
P C  E1\En } > IIuIIjjJÊ Eh ) > v(x>u,E1\En ) = v(x'u,E1) -
2 2 2 i
v(x'U,En ) > e/2 , so pu (u(F1)) > e/8 for some e t
with F, c E,\E . Continuing in this manner there is anJ. -L rig
increasing sequence (^5 positive integers and a
16
sequence (F„.) such that F„ e t , Fv c m \e andK K nK nK+1
Pu (u {Fk )) > e/8. But the F^'s are pairwise disjoint and
are all contained in e t , so u(FK)-»o, a contradiction.
A set F e C(t ) is locally u-zero if u{E 0 F) = o
for each E e t . Equivalent statements are that u(E) = o
for E e 2F 0 t , that VyfUjF) = o for all U and that
IIu H ^ F )  = o for all U. ??(u) is the collection of all
locally u-zero sets in C(t ). The countable union of
elements of ?7(u) is again in ?f(u) and, if E e ??(u) ,
2E 0 C(t ) c  ??(u ). u is said to be complete if 2E c t
-H- #for all E e ??(u). By an extension (t ,a ) of u we mean
*a semi-tribe t of subsets of S containing t and a 
measure u on t such that u (E) = u(E) for all E e t .
Lemma 1.3: Suppose that u is complex-valued.
# *There is an extension (r ,u ) of u such that if
E e C(t *) and V(u*,E) < » , then E e t . Further, if u
Fhas the property that F e ?I(u) implies 2 c C(t) ,
*then u is complete.
Proof: Let t = fF € C(t ): V(u,F) < «]. r is
clearly a semi-tribe containing t . We claim that
C(t ) = C(t ). For F e C(r ) and E e t , F 0 E € r
because
17
T C t *. Since t * = C ( t ) , Pfl E = (FflE)n E e t . Thus
C(t ) c C(t ). To see the other containment, let F e C{t )
# *and E e t . F 0 E e C(r) since t c  C(t ) , and
v (u,E 0 F) < Vfu^E) < «». Thus E n F e T . Since E was
*arbitrary, F c C(t ).
We now claim that if F e t , then, directed by
inclusion the net (M- (E fl F))E e T is Cauchy. Let e > o
and choose a pairwise disjoint collection <■ n
2F 0 t such that V(U ,F) - e/2 < E t < n |u(F1)|. Then
v(U,F\U^ nFi_) < e/2 - Ei jE2 e T 911,3 each contains
U i < nFi ' then 0 El^ " U (F 0 E2 ^  = *UfEl 0 (F\E2 ^  "
u(e2 n (F\E1)| < v(u,ex n (f\e2)) + v(u,e2 n (f\e1 )) <
V(M,F\E1) + V(U ,F\E2 ) < 2 V ^ f V ^  < n F ± ) < € .
For F £ t \  set W*(F) = lim ^ ( E  H F). is
additive, extends u and is a measure since
-If-v(H ,F) < V(u ,f ) , F e t . A finitely additive measure 
whose variation is finite and also countably additive is 
easily seen to be a measure. This last inequality is 
actually an equality, since for F e t * and < n a
Fpairwise disjoint collection 2 0 t ,
18
*1 < <p i5l = E 1 < n'u *(F l>l ^  V (U*,F).
Now if F € C(t ) and V(M fF) < °°, then
F e C(t ) = C(t *) and V (H,F) = V (P ,f ) < *>. Consequently,
*-F G T .
Finally, suppose H has the property that 
2F C C(t ) whenever F g ?J(u). Let F e ?l(U ). Then 
F g C(t ) and V(d,F) = V (M*,F) = o , so 2F C C(t ) = C(t *) .
But since V(u ,Q) _< v(u ,F) < <» for all Q c F , 2F c r .
Theorem 1.4: Suppose that u is complex valued.
* *There is an extension (t ,d ) of M such that
1) u is complete, and
2) if E e C(t ) and V (p f£) < <*, , then E e t .
Proof: By Lemma 1.3> it is sufficient to construct
# *an extension U with the property that E g ?l(u ) implies
E *2 C c(T ). Also, by Lemma 1.3» we may assume that
7J(d) C T . Let T* = (E UG: E e T and G C F for some
F e 9?(d)]. Throughout this proof, E , G and F (with or
*
without subscripts) are related as in the definition of t .
*
t is clearly closed under finite union. If
*U and E^ U G^ are in t , then (E^UG^ )\ (E^UGg) =
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(Ex U QjAfEg u P2 )J u [(f 2\ g2 ) fl (Ex U Oj^l =
[E-^VfEg U F^)] u ............ Thus t is closed under
relative complement.
*If (E U G ) is a sequence in t contained in ' n n '
E U G € t * , then Un 1En <= E U F e t U fl(u) <= t . Since
also un i  lEn € C(T) ’ un > lEn e T ’
un > lQn C Un > lFn e • 30 u n > l (En u Gn> =
*(Un  ^ ^En ) U (Un ^ ^Gn ) e T • This is sufficient to
-*establish that t is closed under countable intersection.
If Ex U Gx « E2 U G2 , then |w(E1) - u(Eg)| =
|h (Ej\E2 ) - u (E2\E1 )| < V(h ,E i\ e 2 ) + v (u ,E2\E1 ) <
*
V (H,F1) + V(U,F ̂) = o , so we may define u (E U G) = H(E)„
*
u is additive and is a measure by the considerations in 
the proceeding paragraph.
Finally, we wish to show that If Q € 7?(iu ) and
* * *H C q , then H e C(t ). Let E e t . Since Q fl E e t
we may write Q, fl E = E* U G1 .
Since Q, e ?l(u*) , ^(E-^) = u*(Q fl E) = o and
E-̂  € 1?(u) . Consequently H D  E C  Q 0 E = U c E^ U F^e
* #??(u) c  t . Since E was arbitrary H e C(t ).
<r
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Let Y be a locally convex space and X,:T be a
measure. \  Is said to be U-continuous If c )•
The following theorem can be used to give properties equi­
valent to u-continuity when \  is defined on C(t).
Theorem I.5: Let Y be a locally convex space,
\  a Y-valued measure on C(t) and U, W be zero
neighborhoods In X and Y , respectively. The following 
are equivalent.
1) If E e t and ||u|| (E) = o , then ||X||W (E) = o.
2) For each e > o , there is a 6 > o such that if
E e t and IMI^E) < 6 , then ||x||v (E) < e.
3) (If X. is finite variation.) For each e > o, there
is a 6 > o such that If E e T and j|u[|y(E) < 6 ,
then V^(x.,E) < e.
Proof: 2) and 3) each imply 1). Suppose 1) doesn't
imply 2) . Then there is a sequence (En ) c T 31111 an 
e > o such that ||iaIIu(< 2-n and llxllw (En ) > e
for each n. E = Tim E^ is in C(t ) and j|u||y(E) = o.
Thus ||\[|W (E) = o. But lim En\E = and |[X||w (En\E) =
ll\llw (En ) , so lim nIUIIw (En\E) /  o , contradictIng
Theorem 1.2. The proof that 1) implies 3) is similar,
since vy(X, •) is a measure on C(t ) if VW (X,S) < “ •
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Theorem 1.6: Let Y he a locally convex space,
(Xn ) a sequence of Y-valued measures on C (t ) such that
11m n^n (E) = o for each E e C(t ) , W a zero neighborhood 
In Y and e > o .
1) If (Em ) Is a sequence In C(t) and 11m E m = $  ,
then there Is an mQ such that suPm m ^ P n ^ n ^ W ^ m ^ 6*—  o
2) Let U be a zero neighborhood In X such that E e t
and HullyfE) = o Implies ||Xn|lw (E) = o for each n.
There Is a 6 > o such that if E c t and
IMIyfE) < & , then supnl|\nl|W (E) < e.
Proof: Let C0 (Y ) be the vector space (under
pointwise arithmetic) of all sequences in Y which
converge to zero. For y e Y and n e N, $ny is the
element of CQ{Y) whose nth term is y and whose other 
terms are zero. If y c C0(Y) , yn denotes the nth term
of y. The sets V* = (ye C (Y): yn e V for all n),
where V is a zero neighborhood in Y , form a neighborhood 
basis at zero for a locally convex, Hausdorff topology on
c0(y >-
For E e C(t ) , let X(E) be the element of C (Y) 
whose nth term is ^n (E)* ^ is an additive set function
from C(t) into C (Y). We claim that X.(E) is the limit
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In Cq (Y) of the sequence ^k<n®k^k^E ) ' *** V is a zero
neighborhood in Y , there is an nQ such that 
Xn (E) e V for n > nQ . Then also, for n > nQ ,
X (E ) ‘ C k < n * k M E > 13 in V**
To show that X. is a measure, it is sufficient
(by Grothendieck1 s Theorem) to show that <\(*),qp> is a 
measure for 9 € C (Y)*. If flP e C (Y )1 , then, for each
k , there is an y ^ 1 e Y» satisfying <y,yk '> = VC^y).
Each of the partial sums ̂ n<\k (•),yfc'> is a measure
on C(t ) and the set-wise limit of a sequence of scalar
measure defined on a c-algebra is a measure (see [7], p. 160 
Corollary U), so the set function <X(E),cp> =
< E k ;> l V k W ' * >  = E k > i ^ k M ® ) ' ^  = ^ l ^ k W ^ k ^  ls
a measure.
We claim that for E e t , supnl|\nllw (E) < ||x||w *(E).
For n e N and y 1 e W° , define qpn on Cq (Y) fcy
qpn (y) = <yn »y’>* y e w * ,  then yn € W and so
|<y,CPn>| - l<yn>y'>l < I > i.e., q>n e (W*)°. Since
<Xn (F),y*> = <X(F),cpn> for each F e C(t ) , v (y'Xn,E) =
v (<Pn^>E) < IU11W *(E).
1) follows from this last Inequality and the fact that
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!!Mlw*(Em ) converges to zero.
If U is a zero neighborhood satisfying the 
conditions in 2), we claim that if E e t and |)m.||̂ (E ) = o,
then lk||w *(E) = o. Let «P e (W*)°. There is a sequence
(yn ' ) c W° satisfying <y,yn ’> = <®ny>V>. For
F £ 2E n T , |<Xn (F),yn '>| < v (yn '*-n .E) < IUJIW(E) = o, so
<X(F),qp> = v,n  < 1<^n (F),yn '> = o and v(cpX,E) <
4 supF c p| <X. (F ),<p>I = o. 2) now follows from Theorem 1.5.
It follows from the preceeding theorem that if 
(X ) is a setwise convergent sequence of Y-valued measures 
on C(t ) , then the countable additivity of the sequence 
is uniform. The setwise limit X is a measure by 
Grothendieck's Theorem, since weakly it is a measure. The 
inequality llxnllw (E) < ||X-\|IW (E) + ||X||W (E) completes the
proof.
A condition on points in S is said to hold 
almost everywhere with respect to U (more briefly, u - a.e.) 
if the set of points in S where the condition false is in 
For example, two functions Q and cp are equal 
U - a.e. if {s e S: 0 (s) / cp(s)] c 7?(u).
Suppose now that u is a complete measure and its 
values are in the non-negative reals. Notice that if 
is measureable and a = <p ti - a.e,, then cp is measurable.
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£°° (**) is the vector space of complex valued functions on
S , each of which is bounded on the complement of a set in
L00̂ )  is (u ) mod the subspace
{o e (m ): ct = o u - a.e.). For o e jC°° ()J) , *0 is the
equivalence class in l“ (u ) containing o (The over a
function always denotes an equivalence class, somewhere, 
containing the funct.Lon; exactly where will be clear from 
context). u has the direct sum property if there is a 
pairwise disjoint collection t such that S\U »£ e??(u)
and, for each E e T  , [F e ^:F 0 E ^ #(n)} is countable 
and E\U(F e t t : E O F /  9J(u)) e 7?(u). Every o-finite
measure has the direct sum property, u is said to have a
lifting if there is a map Q:^°°(u)— »^°°(u) with the
following properties:
1) If o = cp u - a.e., then Qo = Qqp.
2 ) I f  a > o , then Qa > o.
3 ) Qa = a u - a . e .
4) Q is linear and multiplicative.
5 ) Q fixes constant functions.
In [51 DInculeanu shows that M has a lifting if
and only if u / o and u has the direct sum property.
Chapter Two
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the theory 
of integration with respect to a bounded, complex valued 
measure defined in a ^-algebra. We will use this as our 
starting point, first developing an integral for scalar 
valued functions with respect to a complex valued measure 
on a semi-tribe, and then using the scalar case to define 
an integral for locally convex valued measures.
Throughout this chapter, t is a semi-tribe of sub­
sets of S. M(S) is the B-space of complex valued measures
on C(t ) , under the norm ||\|| = V (\,S). If u is a
measure on t and E e t , is the measure on C(t )
defined by u^(F) = d(E 0 F) .
Lemma 2.1: Let H be a complex valued measure on
t . If V(U ,S) < « , then directed by inclusion, the net 
(uE )E e T is Cauchy in M(S).
Proof: Let e > o and <• n be a pairwise
disjoint collection in t such that V(u,S) - e/3 <
r i < J U <F1 ^  * Then v (u > t < nFj_) < e/8. If Ex ,E2 e r
and both contain ^ nF^ , then, for F e C(t ) ,
|u e ^F) - u E (f )| = 1 * ^  n ( F \ E 2 )) - u (e 2 n (FNEj^))| <
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V(u,F\Ex) + v (U jF\ e 2 )< 2 V(u ,S\u1 < nFt) < e A -  Thus
Lemma 2.2: Let li be a complex valued measure on
t. For each E e t and F e C(t ) , V(ue ,F) = V(u,En F) , 
so that V(uE#*) = v(u,.)E .
Proof: Let (F^)i < n C C'̂ T  ̂ be 6 Pairwtse disjoint
collection of subsets of F. £ ̂  ^ =
£^ ^ n lu(E H F ^ J  < v(jjfE 0 F) , since (E 0 F^) is pair­
wise disjoint collection in t of subsets of E O F .  Thus 
V(ue ,F) < V(U ,E 0 F). For ( E ^  i < n c 2E n F n r  ,
v(ug,F) , so the inequality v(u,E C F) < V(aEJF) also holds.
For a finite complex valued measure u on t , we 
let ext(u) denote the limit in M(S) of the net (^g)•
Clearly, ext(u) is an extension of u. Also, the 
extension is linear and, by Lemma 2.2., the variation of the 
extension is the extension of the variation.
Definition 2.3: Let u be a complex valued
measure on t . A function f:S— * 0  is u-integrable if
1) f is Ug-integrable for each E e t , and
E 1 < n ,u< M  - *1 < > ( E 0 E l>' - E i < <n 1 E v i
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Lemma 2.4: Let U be a complex valued measure on
t and f be a u-lntegrable function on S. The set 
function X (E) = ^f(t)u^(dt) Is a finite measure on t ,
and V(\,E) = ̂ | f (t) | V(uE » dt) for E e t .
Proof: Let E e t . For F e C(t ) , X£ (F) =
Jf(t)uE n F (dt) = J’Ff(t)uE (dt). Thus V ( » , B ( 1 P ) .
V (k-E’p ) = Jpl f (t) I V (u e ’ ‘ In particular, V(x,E) =
J | f (t) I V(uE>(dt) for E e t . \ Is clearly additive and
Is a measure, since if (En ) a decreasing chain In t
with empty intersection, then ^(En ) - JE f(t)uE (dt) >° •n 1
Finally, X is finite since V(X,S) < 4 supE e T I\(E)| <
4 s u p E  € t v ( X ,b) < 4 s u p E £ T j*l f ( t ) | v ( u E ,dt) < *>.
Definition 2.5: Let U be a complex measure on
t , f a  U-integrable function on S and set X(E) =
jf(t)uE (dt) , E e t . For F e C(t ) , J^,f(t)u(dt) denotes
ext )(F).
Proposition 2.6: Let u be a complex measure on
t .
1) The Integral defined above Is linear.
2) If f Is M-integrable, then the Indefinite 
integral X(F) = J*Ff(t)u(dt) , F e C(t ) , is a
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u-continuous finite measure on C(t ) and V(\,F) = 
J p|f(t)|v (u,dt) for F e C(t ).
3) Each t -simple function f = E ̂  ^ naiXE is 
u-integrable and, for F eC(r)j JFf(t)U(dt) =
E i < n*lM <E l 0 F >'
4) If (*"n ) s a sequence of U-integrable functions, 
g is u-integrable, |f | < g for each n and fn
converges to f pointwise on S , then f is
u-integrable and J pfn (t)u(dt) converges to
J^pf(t)u(dt) uniformly with respect to F e C(t ) .
Proof: 1), 2) and 3) are immediate. 4) holds since
by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, J|g(t)Iv (u,dt) = supE(_T ̂ 1 g( t) 1 V(u£, dt),
so that we may apply the dominated convergence theorem with 
the measure uE for some E.
Below, X will be a locally convex space and 
U: t *X a measure.
Definition 2.7: A function f:S is u-integrable
if
1) f is Oi(*),x'> - integrable for each x' e X' , 
and
2) for each F e C(t ), there is a vector
in X satisfying the functional equation 
<|'pf(t)u(dt),xt> = J^f (t)<u (dt) ,x *> .
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The integral described in 2) is unique since X is 
assumed Hausdorff. Notice that the topology on X enters
into the definition of the integral only in that it
determines X' , so that in the results of the chapter the 
given topology on X may be replaced by any topology in 
its Mackey spectrum.
Proposition 2.8:
1) The integral is linear.
2) Each T-simple function f = Z ^ <, na^XE is
u-integrable and, for F e C(t ) , Jpf(t)u(dt) =
2 1 < naiu (F 0 E i) *
3) If f is u-integrable and bounded, and
ll“ llu (F ) < “ < then Jpf (t)u (dt) e
sups e plf(s)l ' IM|,j(F)U.
4) If Y is a locally convex space and A:X— >Y is
a continuous linear operator, then a u-integrable 
function f:S— is Au-integrable and 
j pf(t)Ai(dt) = Ajpf (t)u (dt) , F e C(t ).
Proof: 1) , £) and 3) are immediate from the
corresponding properties of the scalar integrals. To see
4), let y' e Y'. f is <Ai(*),y'> = <H(*)>Aty ’> -
integrable, and J pf (t)<Au (dt),y ■> = Jpf(t)<U (dt),A fy'> =
<Jpf(t)u (dt), A'y'> = <Ajpf(t)u(dt),y*> , so f is
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Au-integrable and Jpf(t)Au(dt) = Ajpf (t)|j (dt) .
Proposition 2.9: Let f:S >0 be a u-Integrable
function. The Indefinite Integral X(E) = J pf (t)u(dt) Is
a u-continuous measure on C(t ). For E € C(t ) and 
U = U°° a zero neighborhood In X , ||x|1y(E) =
supx' e u o § E \ t ( t ) \ y ( x ' u , d t ) .
Proof: For x' e X' , <\{E),x'> =* Jgf (t )<M (dt), x •>
is a u-continuous scalar measure on C(t ) , by Proposition 
2.6. \ is clearly additive and is a measure by
Grothendieck's theorem. A set in *(u) Is 1 ocally 
<U (* ) ,x'>-zero, hence <X(•),x ’>-zero for all x 1 € X 1 , 
so X is u-continuous. Finally, for x* e X ’ , v(x'X,E) = 
JE if< t)|v(x'u, dt) , so the expression for the seml-varlation
Is correct.
Theorem 2.10: Let (fn ) a sequence of
u-Integrable functions which converges pointwlse to f , 
and let g be a u-integrable function such that If | < g 
for each n.
1) f is u-integrable if X is sequentially complete.
2) If f is u-integrable, then j*Ef(t)u(dt) =
llmn^Efn ( ( dt) uniformly with respect to 
E e C(t ) .
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Proof: We will first show that
Cauchy uniformly with respect to E e C(t ).
Let U = U°° be a zero neighborhood in X ,
B = (s € S: g(s) / o}, and An = (s e S: n”1 < |g(s)|) for
each n. (B\An ) is a decreasing chain in C(t ) with empty
intersection, so for some m , ||x||u (B\Am ) < 1/8 , where
X(E) = JEg(t)u(dt) . ||̂ IIuCAm ) < mjlXjlyfS) , since
X A < m| g| .
Also, for any E e C(t ) , x' € U° and index 1 ,
|<JEf1(t)u(dt) - J En fJL(t)u(dt),x'>|=|]'ENflraf1(t)<M(dt),x'>|
-f |fl(t)|v(x,i.<it)-*B n (E\Am )
iJ'B\Ame(t)v (x 'u -dt)
< 1/8.
By the dominated convergence theorem for scalar
measures, f is <ji (•), x'>-integrable for each x* e X 1.
For each positive integer i , let = {seS:|f(s)-f^(s)| >
[ 8m(||x||y(S) + l)]"1). Since f converges to f pointwise,
lim E^ = /  , so for some positive integer n ,
supi > n ^ u ( Ei) < 1//8*
For 1 , j > n , E e C(t ) and x' e U° ,
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I t )u (dt) - j’EfJ(t)u(dt),x'>! <
i/1* + l<fE n A (tl-r,)(t)tx(dt ),*.>! <
m
1/k + J E d A |f t t)-f(t)IV(x'M,dt) +
J e t  Am |f(t)-fj(t)|v(X 'u,dt) <
^  + S ( E n  Am)NEilf1(t)-f(t)lv (*'U.‘Jt) + 
],E n A m n E 1lfi ( ^ - f(t)lv (x 'u 'dt) +
J(Efl AJ \ E j l f j ( t ) - f ( t ) | v ( x ' u , d t )  +
\'e t A n E |fj(t)-f(t)|v(x'a,dt) <
J m J
1 /4  + [ S m d M l^ s )  + i ) ] _1||u||(j[en  ( a ^ e ^ )  + allxllyCEn Amn Et )
+ [ 8m{lK l l „ (s )  + l j r V l l t / E T  ( V EJ ^  + all^-lluCEn AmO E j)  < 1 . 
Thus J g f ^ t ^ d t )  -  J Ef j ( t ) u ( d t )  € U°° = U f o r  a l l
E € C(t ) , i , J > n.
Suppose X is sequentially complete and, for 
E e C(t ) , let Xg = limnJgfn (t)u {dt). By the dominated
convergence theorem for scalar measures, <Xg,x’> -
llmnj'Ef,rl(t)<ji(dt),x,> = JEf (t)<Li (dt), x f> , so f is
U-integrable.
Suppose f is u-integrable and U = U°° is a zero
neighborhood in X. By above, there is an nQ such that
for all E e C(t ) and n , m > nQ ,
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jEfn ( t)u Cdt) * J e ^  t),J (dt  ̂ e U * If X ' € U° 6111(1 n —  no ' 
then, applying the dominated convergence theorem for scalar 
measures, |<JEf{t)u{dt) - J Efn (t)m(dt),x *>| =
(d t )'x '> " j V n ^ ) ^  (d t )^x ’>l < 1 » so
JEf(t)u(dt) - JEfn (t)u(dt) c U°° = U for all n > nQ and 
E e C(t ) .
The next three propositions give some useful 
sufficient conditions for integrability. Proposition 2.11 
includes the cases where X is an F-space, a reflexive 
F-space under the weak topology or the dual of a B-space 
under the weak-star topology.
Proposition 2.11: Let f:S— * #  be a bounded,
C(t )-measurable function such that spt(f) =
{s e S: f(s) 4  o] c t. f is u-integrable if either 1)
X is sequentially complete, or 2) fu(F):FeT and 
F c spt(f))°° is weakly compact.
Proof: Case 1) follows from the previous theorem,
since there is a sequence of t-simple functions converging 
polntwise to f which is dominated by the u-integrable 
function supa £ g | f (s)|xspt(f) •
In the second case, f is <U (*), x ’>-integrable for 
all x* e X*. The set V = £u(F):F e t and F c  spt(f)]°
is t (X',X) open, and for x* e X' and E e C(t ) ,
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1 JEf(t)<n(dt),x'>| < JE lf(t)| v(x'u,dt) < 4 sup s e S |f(s)| . 
Consequently, the linear form J'gf (t)<u (dt), ■> Is t(X',X) 
continuous, so <xE,x’> = JEf(t)<H (dt),x •> has a solution 
for all E e C(t ) .
Proposition 2.12: Suppose X is a B-space and
v(u,E) < » for all E € t . Every v(u,•)-integrable 
function is u-integrable.
Proof: We will first shew that if f is
V (U,*)-integrable, a and b are real numbers and 
E = {s e S:a < |f(s)l < b) , then fXE is u-integrable.
If (F^)^ <• n is a pairwise disjoint collection in
2 0 t , then, for some finite set (x^1) in the unit ball 
of X' and scalars (a^) with Ia^| < 1 ,
C 1 < nl|u(p i)“ " Z 1 < nal«1(F l>«x i ’> “
< nj'xP1(t^ V(xlu 'dt) i
E i < iJ f a" M f (t )lv (ll»dt) < a J I f (t) Iv (u,dt). Consequently,
E is of finite u-variation, and thus there is an increasing 
sequence (Fn ) in 2 0 r such that V(u,E\En ) < l/n.
fXE is u-integrable by Proposition 2.11. For m > n , 
n
||JfxEj t ) u ( d t )  -  J f x E ( t )u (d t ;  
suP||x'||<i lip \e <i ii—  m n
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Since X is complete, the sequence (jfXE (t)u(dt))
n
converges to some x_ e X and, by above,
|<xE ,x'> - fE f(t)0-i(dt),x'>l < ||x|| | f (t)|v(u> dt) for
n UE^vE^
all x' e X ' and n. Applying the dominated convergence 
theorem, <xE ,xr> = J'gf (t )<u (dt), x •> for all x* e X.
Since for arbitrary F e C(t ) , E H F is also finite 
u-variation, the argument given above shows that
PfXE (t)<u(dt),*> is given by an element of X for each 
F e C(t ) .
Returning to the question of the integrability of
Repeating the argument used above, we conclude that f is 
u-integrable.
Proposition 2.13: Suppose t is a o-algebra. A
function f:S ^  is u-integrable if and only if there is
a sequence (fn ) of* simple functions converging pointwise 
to f such that {j*Efn ( (dtj)n > 1  ls conver6ent for
each E e C(t ). In the latter case,
n
f , let En = {s e S: n”1 < |f(s)| < n ] . Then fXE is
n
u-integrable for each n and, for m > n ,
E u  E 'f(t)Iv(u,dt). 
m > 1 m'' n
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llmnj*Efn(t)u (dt) uniformly for E e C(t ).
Proof of sufficiency: Let U be a zero neighborhood
in X and e > o. For each n let ^n (E ) = JEfn (t)u(dt)
and En = U i#k > n fs e S: |ft(s)-fk (s)I > e). For x ' e U°
and i,k. > m , J  I f t (t)-fk (t) | V(x 'u, dt) =^Jf ̂ { t)-£( t )|v (x 'U,dt)+
J s \ E j f i(t )-fk(t),V(x 'u >dt’ < H^1llu<Em> + ™X k M Em> +
e||u||^(S). The sequence (E m ) -̂s decreasing in t and has
empty intersection. By Theorem 1.6, the countable additivity 
of (^n ) *-s uniform, since the sequence is set wise
convergent, so the above inequality implies that 
llmi,k-. « supx' € u°Jlf1(t)-fk (t)|V(x'U,dt) = o.
~  1In particular (^n ) Cauchy in L (v {x'd)) for
each x 1 e X'. Since (^n ) converges pointwise to f ,
f e £  (V(x'u)) for each x' e X' and f-— >f in
L1(v(xtM)). Further, for U a zero neighborhood In X , 
llmnsupx , e uoj|f(t)-fn (t)|V(x'u,dt) = o.
For each E e t , let Xg = lini^gf^ t)u (dt) . For
U a zero neighborhood in X and x' e U° , <xE ,xt> =
ltmn<jEfn^t)u (dt^ x ’> = llmn JlEfn (t)<iJ(dt^ xt> =
J Ef(t)<U(dt),x'> and l i m ^ ^ - J ^ f ^  t)u (dt)) = 
limnsupx , c u0| J E f(t)-fn (t)<U(dt),x'>| < 
limn supx , £ u0J ff(t)-fn (t)(^(x'u,dt) = o.
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The proof of necessity is the standard argument 
using the dominated convergence theorem and the fact that 
inverse images of Borel sets in are in the domain of
u (t is a  o-algebra).
In [1] Bartle, Dunford and Schwartz have defined an 
integral with respect to a complete measure U defined on 
a ^-algebra t and having values in a B-space as follows:
A function f is integrable if there is a sequence (^n ) 
of simple functions converging pointwise u - a.e. to f 
such that (Ĵ ,fn ( t)u (dt)) is Cauchy in norm for each 
E e t . The integral of f over E is then defined as 
limnj'gfn {t)l»i(dt)* The preceeding proposition shows that,
modulo the completion of u , our integral and the integral 
in [1] are equivalent in their setting. Also, a function 
f is integrable in the sense of [1] if and only if there 
is a sequence (fn ) simple functions converging point-
wise u - a.e. to f such that (J'gf^ t)U (dt)) is weakly
convergent for each E e t ,
Two types of integrals are developed in Dinculeanu's 
book ([5]). Both are bilinear integrals, and the measures 
involved are completions of extensions of Banach-valued 
measures defined on clans to measures defined on semi- 
tribes. We will also discuss the relationship between our 
integral and those of Dinculeanu in the special case where 
the functions to be integrated are scalar valued, and will
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take the liberty of Ignoring most of the fine points covered 
in [5] about the extensions of the measures and the
measurability of the functions Involved.
In the first of Dinculeanu's Integrals, the measure 
u is defined on a semi-tribe t , has values in a B-space
and V(u,E ) < «> for each E e t . A function f is
integrable if there is a sequence t -simple
functions converging v (u) - a.e. to f and such that
limn,m -* = °* The tnteSral of f
over E is then defined as lim V„f {t)M(dt) . Thisn j n
definition certainly implies that f Is v(u)-integrable, 
so each such function is u-integrable (our definition) by 
Proposition 2.12. The proof of Proposition 2.12 shows that 
the u-integral of V(u)-integral function can be approximated 
with the integral of an t -simple function, so each function 
integrable by Dinculeanu's definition is u-integrable and 
the integrals agree.
The second integral is with respect to an additive
set function u :t *B(X,Y) (X and Y are B-spaces) such
that u(E) = sup||Et ^ nu (E^) (x̂ )|| < <» for each E c r ,
where the supremum is taken over all partitions
(E. ). . c T of E and vectors (x,), . „ in the closed' i /i < ^ n  ' 1' 1 < n
unit ball of X. The functions to be Integrated are
X-valued, vanish off a set in t and are the uniform limits
of t -simple functions. The integral of T-simple function
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r i < nx ixE1 over E € 18 E i < nW ^E 0 Ei H xj_)
the integral is extended in the natural way. Considering 
only scalar valued functions (X the scalar field) these
additive set functions are those for which ||u||(E) =
u(E) < oo for each E € t . This is clearly true if u 
is a measure on t . By Proposition 2.11, each 
C(t)-measurable function f vanishing off an element of 
T is u-integrable (our definition) and the integral of f 
is the limit of a sequence of T -simple functions converging 
uniformly to f. Thus, when X is the scalar field and
u is a measure on t , our integral and the second integral 
of Dinculeanu coincide.
As remarked above, our description of Dinculeanu's 
work is oversimplified. The interested reader may refer 
to the first nine sections of Vector Measures for details.
In the remainder of this paper, u will be a non­
negative real valued measure on t and the triple (S,t ,u ) 
will be referred to as a positive measure space. 71 is the 
collection of locally u-zero sets in C(t ). V^(u) is the
vector space of U-integrable complex valued functions and 
L^(u) is ^ ( u )  mod the sub space {f e ^(u):
(dt) = o) . The equivalence class In L^(u)
1 ^ containing a function f e JL (U) will be denoted by f .
An application of the standard arguments shows that ^ ( u )
is a B-space under the norm |)f|| = * J*J f (t)|u (dt) and
that the T-simple "functions" are dense in L^u). As 
before, X is some locally convex space.
Definition 2.14: A measure X:t— >X is u-Llpschltz 
if, for each x' e X 1 , there is a positive constant M such
that j < X (E),x *>| < MU (E) for all E e r .
Theorem g.15: Let AiL^fu)— >X be a continuous
linear operator. There is a unique u-Llpschltz measure 
X:t — >X such that
1) each f e ^ 1(u) is X-integrable,
2) A? =Jf(t)X(dt) for f € * X(u) ,
3) {AT: ||f|| < 1)°° = {u (E)"\ (E): E e r\»|)00 ,
and
4) | A|| * supf||u (E)-1X (E) ||:E e t \*} if X is normed.
Proof: Let X(E) * M X g )  ^or E e j. For 
x r e X' , M = supjpii|| ^ ĵ ^ aT jX^I Is finite since A must
map bounded sets into weakly bounded sets. For E e r \ H  ,
| <u (E)-1X (E),x'>| = | <A(u(E)’L5tE ),x'>| < M , so
I < X (E),x •>) < M u  (E) . Since X(E) * o whenever u(E) * o 
the last inequality holds for all E e t .
If f ^ is r-simple, then
Jf(t)X(dt). For arbitrary f = ^ ( u )  there Is a sequence
(fn ) of T-slmple functions such that ¥  In (u) .
Since for each x 1 e X f, <\ (*),x'> Is dominated by a
multiple of u ,  f £ /'(v(x'\)) and Tr — in
L1(V (x 'X,) ) . Thus J f(t)< \ (dt),x'> = limn^fn (t) < X (dt), x '>
lim^A? , x '> = <A?,x'> - this establishes 1) and also 2 ) ,
since f may always be rep Laced by fxE , E e C(t).
The containment 3 in 3) is obvious. If
E. a = f is T -simple and ||*7|| < 1 , thenl. ^  n i  ̂—
"  - ^(Ej) /  oalX <E l) - Su(El) / o ^ u f E ^ t u C E ^ ^ M E ^ ] .  
Since j ^ o^aiu tEi^ = N^H l ^  1 »
Af e (u(E)-\(E):E e t \7 1 } ° °  . The continuity of A and the 
density of the t-simple functions establish the preceeding 
containment for all f e ^ ’ (u ) .
Finally M = sup£ g T\yjllu (E ) H  (E) | <|| A|| If X is
normed. To establish the reverse inequality, it is 
sufficient to observe that for a t -simple function
f = Ej. < nai*E^ * It̂ tl < ail u (E i ) ^ ( Ei)
M||?|| x •
Definition g.l6: If X:t— * X  is a measure and 
E e C(t) , AE ( M  18 the set (P ) ”^  (F) s P e A  (t\*1) ] .
M(u,X) is the vector space of u-Lipschitz measures into
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X , and CM(U,X) the subspace of measures X e M(u,X) for
which Ag(X)°° Is compact. Sets of the form 
fX g M(u,X): A3 (X) c  V} , where V Is a zero neighborhood
In X , are a neighborhood basis at zero for a locally
convex topology on M(M,X) which is generated by the norm 
llxll = suPe g (e )H whenever X is normed.
Corollary 2.17: The map qp:B(L1,X)— *M(u,X)
defined by ( p { A ) ( E )  = A(x e ) is a linear homeomorphlsm Into, 
and Is norm preserving if X is normed, qp maps the
compact operators onto CM(u,X). qp itself Is onto if X
is sequentially complete.
Proof: By the preceeding theorem, A? =
Jf (t )qp( A) {dt) for all f e ^ ( u )  and Ag(qp(A))°° =
f A f :  l)f | <c 1)°°. Thus If V = V°° is a zero neighborhood
in X , Ag (qp( A ) )  c  v  if and only if A maps the closed
unit ball of L1 (M-) into V.
If X e CM(u,X) then each f e ̂ '(u) Is
X-integrable; in fact, Ag(X)° is t (X',X) open and,
for f e Z'{p) and x r € As(^)° * |J'f(t)<X(dt),x*>l <.
4jj f (t) lu (dt) (f is <X (. ),x'>-integrable if
<X(*),x’> is dominated by a multiple of u). Thus,
J'f(t)<X(dt),•> is t (X1,X) continuous and
J f (t)<X (dt), *> e 4 |jf|(1Ag(X )°° , so the operator A? =
^3
Jf(t)X(dt) Is compact and <p(A) = x.
Finally, suppose X is sequentially complete and 
let X e M(u,X). The operator AfE^ ^ naiXE ) =
£ t • defined on the subspace of L^(u)
generated by the t -simple functions, is continuous and 
consequently has an extension to L^fu) - then clearly 
<P(A) = X .
One special case of the preceeding corollary is of 
special interest.
Corollary 2.18 (J.Schwartz, [20]): I/^U)' is
isometrically isomorphic to
Chapter Three
Below (S,t ,U) Is a complete, positive measure 
space and 7? the collection of u locally zero sets in
C(t ). (u) is the vector space of complex valued,
C(t)-measurable functions which are bounded on the 
complement of a set in V,. Recall that L°° (H) is (U)
mol the subspace fo fs e S: ®(s) ^  o ) e 9?),
■:nd is a Banach space under the norm =
tnfE e „ sups £ g^gl o(a)||.
The dual of L^fu) may be identified with the 
complex U-Lipschltz measures on t , where the action is 
integration and the norm of a ^-Lipschitz measure X. is
supE £ u (E ) (E)| . There is a natural lsometry of
L~(u) into L1(u)' - simply set (Jo)(E) = JEo(t)u(dt).
Throughout this chapter, we assume that J is onto, and 
denote Its inverse by D.
With the natural involution and arithemetlc 
operations, L°°(u) is a completely regular, commutative 
Banach ring with Identity, and hence isometrically-isomorphic 
to the ring of continuous functions on its maximal ideal 
space ([12]). For o e the Gelfand transform of
a e L“ (u) will be denoted by d . The maximal Ideal space
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of ^ ( u )  Is quite simple to describe - let M be the 
collection of all ultrafliters In C(t ) which contain 
fS\E: E e and tr be the map from C(t) into 2^
defined by tt(E) = fm e M: E e m} .
Lemma 3-1:
1) If E,F g C(t) , then tt(E U F) = tt(E) U tt(F) , 
ir(E H F) = v(E) 0 ir(F) , tt(S\E) = M\tt(E) and
ir(E) c  ir(F) whenever E C  F.
2) With the topology generated by {tt(E): E e C(t )),
M is homeomorphic to the maximal ideal space of L°“(u).
3) If a g (u) , then 3(m) = Ja(t)xm (dt) for all
m g M.
4) The Gelfand transform of a simple function 
r i < nai^E1 18 E i < naiX7r(E1)*
5) tt(E) - $  if and only if E e
6) 7r is onto the compact-open subsets of M.
Proof of 1: The relations tt(E 0 F) = tt(E) H tt(F)
and tt(E) c v(F) follow immediately from the fact that each
ultrafilter is closed under intersection and contains supersets 
(in C(t)) of each of its elements. For E c C(t) , the 
statements m € ir(S\E) , S\E c m ,  E /  m and m ^  tt(E) are
all equivalent, so tt(S\E) - J^ir(E). The equality E u F =
S\[(S\E) n (S\F)] and the preceeding properties of tr 
establish that tt(E UF) = tt(E) U tt(F).
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Proof of 2, 3 and 4: The maximal ideal space Mq
of L” (u) is the set of non-zero multiplicative functionals
in L°° (H)' under the relative aflTfu ) 1, L“ (H ) ) topology.
For x' e MQ , qp (x ' ) = (E e C(t): <x e ,x '> = 1) is in M.
The map «p:M-— is clearly continuous, one-to-one and
onto (for m e M and 9 e l“ (u ) , q»“1(m)(a) =|°(t)xm (dt)).
Since Mq is compact, cp is a homeomorphlsm and the map 
*:C(M0 )— >C(M) defined by #(f) = focp-1 is an lsometric- 
isomorphlsm. Consequently the Gelfand transform of 
o e L°°(u) may be identified with the Gelfand transform of
o followed by i - this composition at m e M is
[*(3)](m) = 3(ip*1(m)) * v"1(m)(a) = J°( t)xm (dt). Finally,
if ° < nalxE C(t )-simple, then »(m) =
E1 < nal*m<El> - E i < nalxir(E1)(m> for each m £ M ‘
Proof of 5 and 6 : Since XE = > the state­
ments 7r(E) = $  , xE = o ,  XE = o  and E e 11 are
equivalent. Each set tt(E) is compact and open in M. If
C is a compact-open set in M , for each m e C choose
€ C(t ) so that m e tt(E„) c  C. Since m e M)m v * m/ v m 7
is an open cover of C , c = u t < n7r(Emt) " ir(u l < nEm ^
for some finite subcover {tt(EL_ ): 1 = 1,2, ...,n).1
Lemma 3.2: Let C be the 9-algebra generated by *
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the compact-open sets In M. For E e t , there Is a non-
Anegative, regular measure Ug on C such that
(E 0 F) . is a hounded, additive and regular set
function on the algebra tt[C(t )], s o  lig has a unique
extension to C ([7],Theorem 14, p. 138). Each element of 
C(M) Is C-measurable since the tt[C(t )]-simple functions
t)n( dt). Again using the density of the simple functions 
and the continuity of the Gelfand transform, this equality 
holds for all o € £* (U).
The following lemma is a slight generalization of a 
theorem in Bourbakl.
Lemma 3.3? Let (T,£,Y) be a measure space, X a 
locally convex space and a:T— ¥X a weakly measurable 
function such that a[T]°° is compact. For each E c E ,
the ] .s t (X',X) continuous
Proof: For each x' e X' <ff(t),x*> Is measurable 
and bounded, since ®[T] is weakly bounded. Thus <*xE is
dt) = Jd(m)Ug(dm) for all e




Y-integrable for each E e l ,  and clearly
x'— )j'E<a(t) ,x'>y (dt) Is linear. s[E]° Is t (X',X)
open and for x' e o[E]° , | J*E<a ( t) * x '>v (d-t) | <
y(E)supt € El<CT(t),x'>| < y(E). This establishes the
lemma ,
If <7 Is a function such as discussed above,
^ Ec(t)y(dt) will denote the solution to the functional
equation <x,x'> = j*E«J (t), x'>y (dt) . Notice from the
proof that it is only necessary to be able to do scalar
integration of some sort, so y could be a bounded, 
additive set function instead of a measure. Also, If y 
is complete, the lemma goes through if o[lAE]°° is 
weakly compact for some set E of y measure zero.
Definition 3.4: If X is a locally convex space, 
X:t— *X is a measure and E e C(t ) , Ag(X) Is the set
fU(F)-1X(F): F e 2E 0 (t\1?)).
Theorem 3.5: Let X be a locally convex space and
X:t— >X be a u-Llpschitz measure. Consider the following
statements.
1.) Ag(X)00 is compact
2) Each f e /''‘(M) is X-integrable and the operator
A:L1(u)— »> X defined by Al? = J'f(t)X(dt) is 
compact.
A3) There is a continuous function X:M— *X such that
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X. [M]00 ts compact and <X(m),x'> = <D(x'X),m> for 
x ' e X ' and m € M .
(v) For each zero neighborhood V In X there Is a
partition CE^)^ < n c C(t ) of S and vectors
( x ^ l  < n = Ag(\ )°° such that X(E)-EllnU(En E1)x1«
u(E)V for each E e t.
5) Ag (X)°° is totally bounded.
1), 2) and (c) are equivalent. (c) Implies (v) and (v)
Implies 5). If X. satisfies (c), then X(E) =
I
<X(m)u_(dm) for all E -e t . In (c), we may choose *X so
}
that 1 t [ M ] ° °  = Ag (X)°°.-
Proof that 1) implies 2): For f € and
x' e X' , f is <X(*),x'> - integrable since X is 
u-Lipchitz. Further, for f = ^ nai*E a T_sl-mPle
function and x* c Ag (\ )° , | Jf (t)<X(dt),x'>| <
E i < n^a î  I <X (Et) ’>| < ^ 1 < n |a1lu(E1) = | f*J| x - Since the
t -simple functions are dense in this inequality is
true for all f e ^ ( H ) .  But this asserts that, for each 
f c ^ 1(M) , the linear form J V (t)<X (dt), •> is bounded on 
the t(X',X) open set Ag (*)° , so <Af, x ’> =
Jf (t)<X(dt),xf> has a unique solution for some aF € X.
The operator A is obviously linear and ^ A f ^ x ^ t  < ||f||̂
^  1 ofor f c L (u) and x 1 e A g (x) . Thus A maps the closed
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unit ball of L1^ )  Into the compact set Ag(x)00.
Proof that 2) implies (c): For m € M set
1t{m) =  A"(m). Since A is compact, A " [ L 1 ( U ) M] c  x  
(see [8 ]). Since A" extends A (via the natural map of 
L^(n) into L ^ f u ) "  ) and A maps the closed unit ball of 
L 1 ( u )  into A g ( X ) ° °  , A"  maps the c r f l T f u ) ' ,  L°°(m ) )
closure of the image of the closed unit ball of L^(u)
into A g ( X ) ° ° .  In particular, ^ [ M ]  c  A g ( X ) ° °  , so
is compact. For x' € X' and m e M , <X(m),x’> =
<Anm,x'> = <A'x',m> = <D(x'X.),m). Only the proof of 
continuity remains. Let U = U°° be a zero neighborhood
in X and mQ € M.  Since A is compact , A'[U°] is a
totally bounded subset of L^(u)' (see [8 ]). Since 
A rx' = D(x'X) and the Gelfand transform is an isometry,
(D(x'X): x f e U°) is a totally bounded subset of C ( M ) .
By Ascoli's Theorem, there is an open set V about mQ 
such that supm vauPx < € “ ^ ( m0)>x '> I =
8upm e V supx' e U0 lD(xlxX m > " D(x , * ) ( m0 )l < 1 * 30 th a t  
*X (m) € U°° = U for all m e V.
We pause to prove the last assertion of the theorem. 
By Lemma 3.2, <X(E),x’> = ^ ED(x'X)(t)U(dt) =
J d (x *X)(m)CE (dm) = J<X(m),x*>kE (dm) for all E e t and
x* € X f. This also establishes that (c) Implies 1), since
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toy Lemma 3.3, X. (E) € u e (m )*[M]°° = H(E)i[M]°° for all E g t . 
Proof that (c) Implies (v): Let V = V°° be a
Azero neighborhood in X. Since X is continuous, there is 
a partition (  ̂ < n c C (T ) of s vectors
(xi U  < n C C As(x )°° auch that
A QX (m) - £. - x.x /« \(m) c V for each m € M. For x* e V' l < n l
and m € M , |<J(m),x'> - E t < n<xt, x j («0 I < 1*
Integrating with respect to 1iE , we obtain the inequality
I <X (E ) - Z t < nU (E n E 1)^1,x'>| = I J<\ (m),x’>uE (dm) - 
^ n<x1,x'>u(E n ) I <u(E) , so that X(E) -
S i < nU <E 0 El>x l € H(E)V°° = u (E)V.
Proof that (v) implies 5): Let U be a zero
neighborhood in X and choose a zero neighborhood W so 
that W + W = U. Let (E1)1 < n and (x1)t < n satisfy
condition (v) for the zero neighborhood W. The convex
hull of (x.), ^ „ is totally bounded and so is contained ' i1 i n
ln , t,(x + W) for some finite set F C X. Then ifX  € r
u ( E )  > o , M ( E ) - 1 X (E) € W + ,  ̂ i ( E ) ' 1t i ( E  fl E^x ,^  c  W +
Ux € F<x + W > C  Ux 6 F<x +
Note: From this point on the properties (c) and
(v) of Theorem 3-5 will be reffered to simply as properties 
(c) and (v), respectively.
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Corollary 3.6: If X la a locally convex space
and o:S— Is a weakly measurable function such that 
o[S]°° Is compact, then the Indefinite Integral
j,a(t)u(dt) has property (v) .
Proof: Immediate from Lemma 3*3 previous
,ootheorem since {u(E)_1J E° (t)u (dt) :E e t\^3°° C ff[S]'
Definition 3*6: Let X be a locally convex space.
C(M,X) is the vector space of continuous functions from M 
into X with the topology of uniform convergence.
CP(L1,X) Is the vector space of compact operators from 
L^(u) Into X with the topology of uniform convergence 
on bounded sets.
In [9] Grothendieck has shown, among other things, 
that the operators of finite rank are dense In CP(L',X). 
This can also be proven from our Theorem 3*5* If
*X is a compact operator, it is generated by a 
u-Tdpsrhltz measure X. with Ag(X)°° compact. If IT is a 
zero neighborhood In X and (x ^)^ < n » (Ei^i < n
satisfy (v) for the neighborhood U , then, integrating
with respect to the measure X - £ jx x, ,i n i
A? -  £j_ < n [J*E ^f (t)|i (dt) ]x t e imiu for all f e ^ ( u ) .
Another interesting result, using the techniques 
employed in Theorem 3*5, is the following:
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Theorem 3.8: Suppose X has property (EC). The
map A -*Am|m  ts a linear homeomorphism of CP(L^,X) onto
C(M,x).  The map Is norm preserving if X is a Banach space.
Proof: The map is clearly linear. If a"Im = ° >
then o = <An(m),x'> = <A'x',m> for all x* e X' and
m c M. Since M is total for L*(u) , A'xf = o for all
x' e X 1 , and thus A = o.
We next show the map is onto. Let flp c C(M,X).
Since X has property (EC) and <p is continuous,
qp[M]°° is compact and so cp is uE-integral)le for each
E e t . Set X (E) = J Eqp(m)wE ( dm). X is u-Lipchitz,
X (E) e u (E)<P[M]°° for all E € t so, by Theorem 3 .5,
the operator Af = Jf(t)X(dt) is in CP(L^,X). qp = A"lm ;
to see this, let x 1 € X* and choose 0 e ^ ”(u) so that 
a = <qp(.),x ’>. For E e t , <X(E),x*> = J^(mjuE (ain) =
J Ea(t)n(dt) , so Dfx^jT) But then <A"(m),x'> =
<A'x',ni> = D(x'X)(m) = ̂ (m) = <qp(m)Jx ,> for all m e M.
Suppose A e CP(L^,X) is generated by X . it was 
established immediately above that *(E) = J A "(m )^E (dra)
and that Ag(*)°° c A ,,[M]°°. We now claim that this last 
containment is actually equality. Let x* c Ag(^)°. Since
D(?X) = <A" ( *), x '> , supm € Ml<A"(m),x'>| = ||d (x »X ) =
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sup£ ^ ^|w(E)-1J<A"(m),x'>iE(dm)| = supE ^  <p (E)\(E),x*>| <
1. Thua A"[M] <= Ag (X)00 .
Recall that {Af: ||f|| < 1)°° = Ag(X)°° (by Theorem
2.15), so If V = V°° is a zero neighborhood in X , the 
statements A"[M] e v  , Ag (X)°° = A"[M]°° c  V°° = V and
/v
Af e V whenever ||f|| < 1 are all equivalent. Therefore 
A —> A"I is a homeomorphism.
Finally, if X is a Banach space, ||a |{ = |j A 'jl =
sup||x'|| < l3upm e Ml<A,x,'m>l “
3upm e Msu p ||x 11| < il<A"(">).x '>l - ^P., e ^1 A " ( m ) | |.
In the preceeding theorem, the case in which X is 
the dual of a normed space is of some interest, for then
the operators continuous with the norm topologies on L ^ u )
and X are the compact operators from L^(H) into X with
its weak-star topology.
Lemma 3.9: Let CT:S— * X  be a locally u-integrable
function such that <0(*),x’> € (u) for each x' e X 1 ,
and let X(E) = (t)H(dt). X has property (c) if and
only if o is xm”integrable for each m e M , the function
X(m) = !  d(t)xm (dt) is continuous and 1 t[M ]°°  is compact.
Proof: For x' e X' and E e t , <X(E),x'> =
J'E<a( t),x*> u (dt) , so D(x'X) = <c(*)*x '> and <D(x'X),m> =
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J<o(t),x*>xm (dt) for all m € M. The lemma follows 
Immediately from this last equality.
Lemma 3.10: Let C;S — be a function such that
<o(*),x'> e (u ) ? OT each x ’ € X 1 , and let m e M. o
is x^lutegrable if and only If 0E € m C(°[E]) / / , where 
C(-) denotes the closed convex hull. If o is 
Xm-integrable, then J o (t)Xm (dt) is the only element of the
Intersection.
Proof: Suppose x £ (1̂, £ mC(o[E]). Let x' € X'
and e > o. Since <o(*),x'> is xm “integrable, there is a
set E e m such that supfi e g|J<°(t),x’>Xm (dt) -
<o(fl),x'>l < e/2. Since x e C(o[E]), there is a finite 
set (s t)i < n C  E 811(1 P°si't'1-ve reals (ai)t < n such that
2i < nai = 1 6111(1 l<x " < nai°(si ^ x*>l < e/2* Then
I J<o(t),x->Xm (dt) - <x>x1 > | < e/2 + < na J  J<o(t),x*>X(dt)| <
e. Since x* and e were arbitrary, x = f<°
This also proves the last statement of the lemma.
*
Conversely, suppose o is Xm ~integrable; let 
F e m , (xi')i < n c  X ' 6111(1 e > °* Since <a(*),x^r> is
Xm -integrable for each i < n , there is a set E^ e m 
such that sups £ E |̂ J<o(t) ,x .^ *>xm (dt) - <o(s),x1 '>| < e.
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F n ( n t  < nE1) e m and for s e F o (n t < nEt) ,
maxi < d  <f°(t)xm (dt) ‘ a(s),x1 '>| < e. Thus ,f<*(t)xm (dt)
Is in the weak closure of the convex hull of d[F] , which
coincides with C(o[F]).
Definition 3 - H - /T*(u , X) is the vector space of
functions (J:S— »X such that <ff(*),x'> € ^(l^) for each 
x T e X f and, for some E e 1? , a[S\E]°° is compact.
L°°(u,X) is (u , X ) mod the subspace
{o e e” (uiX): for each V, supx ,eVo(|<o (■), x r>||w = o ]
with the topology generated by the semi-norms Py(o) =
SUP > c tr°ll<o( *), x 1 >|| , V a zero neighborhood in X.
X  €  v ®
Theorem 3 -IS:
1) If a g ^ ”(u>X) , then a is locally u-integrable,
Pv (Je0( t)Li (dt  ̂) for each E € T and
zero neighborhood V in X , and
(u ( E ) t  )u (dt)}°° is compact.
2) The map g:L*(u,X)— *C(M,X) defined by g('S)fm) = 
Ja{t)xm (dt) is a linear homeomorphism into, and
is an lsometry if X is normed.
3) The equivalence classes containing the simple 
functions are dense in L°°(u,X)
4) If X is metrizable and o e ^ ”(u,X) , then 
suPx , e v°l l<0( *) »x '>fL = ilPvoaIL  f o r  each zero
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neighborhood V = V°° in X.
Proof of 1): o is locally u-integrable by Lemma
3.3, and M (E ) ”1 (t)u(dt) e a[S\F]°° for all E e T ,
where F € H and a[s\F]°° is compact. If V Is a zero 
neighborhood in X , then pv (JEa (t)a(dt)) -
supx c v 0>fJE0 ^ ^ ^ dt>'x,>l -  su^x'eV0Je^<a (t),x*>|w(dt) < 
u(E)supx , e vo||<a( . ),x'>llw = n(E)vv (o) .
Proof of 2): Each o e ^ “(H,X) Is x^lntegrable,
by the remarks following Lemma 3*3. We first check that 
the map g Is Into C(MfX). Let m e M and let V be a 
zero neighborhood in X. The collection fC(ff[E]):E e m) 
has the finite Intersection property, contains a compact 
set and l"lE € mC(<*[E]) e  g(o)(m) + V , so
C(o[F]) c  g(o)(m) +  V for some Fern. But for m* € 7r(F),
g(0)(mr) e C(d[F]) c  g(a)(m) + V , so g(ff) is continuous.
If V * V°° is a zero neighborhood In X , Py(a ) =
supx , € v°i l< * ( • ) . * ' > 1 1 .  « supx , € vOsupm € Ml< a T o T x '> (m ) |  =
supm e M supx» e V°l<«(y )(m)**,>l » so that e(~)CM l <= V
if and only if Pv (°) < 1.
Proof of 3): Let a e Z “ (U,X) and V = V°° be a
zero neighborhood in X. Since the simple functions are 
dense in C(M,X), there is a function ? = ^ ^
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such that (5 - g(<0)[M] c v * Since 5 = 6(£t<-nxtXE ) and
- C 1 < nxl*El)(M ’ C  V ■ PV<" - E 1 < ^  1 ^  S~>
above.
Proof of 4): For E e 9? and x' e V° ,
||<S7oT^’>ll<„ < sup8 £ SXEl«J(s),x'>l < sups e s\EPv 00(a) ,
80 supx> € ^ \ \ < ^ i r T ^ ' > L  < lnfE e »i3UPSes\epv°0(s) “ 
HpyOotl^. To see the other inequality, let Eq e 97 such
that o[S\Eq ] is separable, and Cxn ’) be a sequence in
V° such that PyO^(s) = supn l<o(s),xn ’>| for s e S\Eq .
For each n there is an E e 71 such thatn
l l < " T ) 7 v > I L  = sups e S\E I <’ (s).*n'>l- Then E =n
Un ^  oEn E ” and llpV°o|L  ^  supa c s\EpV0°(s) =
8ups c S\Eaupn l<®(8)’xn'>l = supnsups £ S\EI<0<8> ' *
supn 8ups £S\E * <°( ’>1 - sup I <» (.).*„’>11. <n
supx* e v°^ < ® T o T x  * >11̂ .
In the case where X is the scalar field, the space 
L°°(u,X) is Just L00(u) and g is the Gelfand transform.
A moments reflection will convince the reader that it would 
be nice if, in general, the range of g Included all the 
functions V € C(M,X) with compact. For instance,
this would solve the problem (via Theorem 3*5 and Lemma 3.9) 
of finding derivatives in ^ ” (u,X) for measures X with
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AS (X)°° compact, and would represent the compact operators
from L'^fu) Into X. Consequently we will now give some 
sufficient conditions for the range of g .to Include such 
functions.
Lemma 3*13: Let q> e C(M,X) and C be a countable
collection of convex, balanced zero neighborhoods In X. 
There is a function ° : S — y (o) such that for 
V e C and x' € V°, <CT(*)*xl> e (u) and
<flp(m),x'> = J'<°(t) ,xf>\m (d for all m c M.
Proof: We first consider the special case in which
X is metrizable and C = (^n ) *-s a neighborhood basis at
zero such that V„,n + V ,, c V for each n. For eachn+l n+1 n
n e H , let (En c C(t) be a partition of S and
(xn, 1) C  V[M] such that *>(m) - E j X ^ X ^ g  )(m) c Vn 
* * n, 1
for all m e M. We may assume that the partitions form a
decreasing chain under refinement. Let o = . \ „
n 1 n'1 En,i
and Eq = UfEnft:Enft e fl) . Eq e
(° ) is Cauchy on S\E^ , for if k > I  > n and' n o
s e S\E , then s € E. , c  e , 4 for some indices i andO K| 1 * | J
J with Efe ^ f  *t. By Lemma 3.1.5* t) ^  & and
for mc c 7T(Ek<1) , ok (a) - o,(s) = xfc> ^ (">„) -
xi.lxT(E4jl)(“o) 6 W mo>+V  - [<P(m0)+vi]eVn+1+vn+1'= Vn .
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Since «P[ M ]  la compact, °(s) = llm^cr^fs) exists
for s / EQ . Let 0(s) = o , s € Eq . Clearly o ta
weakly In (u ). Let x* e X*. Since <ffn ( *) * x '> *♦’ 
<0(.),x*> uniformly on s\eq and EQ e 9? ,
|<a(t),x*>xm (dt) = llmnJ<an (t),x'>xm (dt) = «p{m),x'> for
all m € M. This establishes the special case.
For V e C , let p v  be the gauge of V and Xc
be X mod fly e cp v ~1(o ). If Xc is topologized with the
Induced semi-norms, X^ is metrizable and the canonical 
map t : X —>X^ Is continuous. ♦ oq> Is continuous, so by
the special case there Is a function 97: S**i ocp[M] u (o) 
such that <9t(')jy'> 8111(1 <toqp(m)f y*> =
J<»7(t),y'>Xm (dt) for y* e Xc * and m e M.
Let 0;S—*qp[M] u fo) be a function such that
♦oo = m. If V e C and x ' e V° , then there is a 
y 1 e Xc * such that x 1 = ♦ *y' , so <0(*),x‘> = <9?(.),y'> e
^°(U) and <cp(m), x •> «• <*oqp(m),y'> = J<9?( t), y'>xm (dt) =
J<o(t),x'>Xm (dt) for all m e M,
Lemma 3.1**: Let q> e C(M,X) and suppose u has
the direct sum property. There Is a function 0:S->qp[M]
such that for x' e X' , <°(*)*x '> e ^"(u ) 811(1
<(p(m),x'> = (t), x'>xm (dt) for all m c M.
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Proof: Let Q:L°°(w)— r/?°(u) be a lifting and
define ^f:S— 7M by jzf(s)(a) - (Qo)(s). Then $  Is
C - C(t) measurable and = 71 u a. e. for each V e J T (li ) .
Let CT = cpô . If x 1 e X 1 i there Is a 71 e (u) such
athat 71 ^  < cp ( • ) , x '> . T h e n  <u( . ) , x '> = <cp( . ) , x r> o ^  ~
Wopt = 7{ li a , e ., so <a( •) ,x '> e ( u ) and <q>(m),x'>
7f(m) = J<o{ t), x'>xm (dt) for all m e M.
Theorem 3.15: If either M has the direct sum
property and X Is complete, or X Is an F-space, then 
L°°(U , X) is complete.
Proof: In either of these cases the map
g:L” (M,X)— 7C(M,X) is onto (by the two preceedlng lemmas)
and the space C(M,X) Is complete.
Theorem 3*16: Suppose that one of the following
cases holds;
a) U has the direct sum property.
b) X is metrizable.
c) Y is a separable locally convex metric space,
and X Is Y endowed with Its weak topology.
d) X is the dual of a separable, metrizable space
and is endowed with the weak-star topology.
T h e n
1) A u-Lipschltz measure u :t /X has a derivative 
in ^°(u,X) if and only If AS (X)°° is compact.
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The derivative °  may be choosen 30 that 
0[S]0° = Ag(X)00.
2) The map q: L°°(u, X) —> CP{L',x) defined by
dt) Is a linear homeomorphlsm
onto, and Is an isometry If X Is normed.
We will show first that, In the cases enumerated 
above, the range of the operator g defined In Theorem 3.12 
contains all cp e C(M,X) with cp[m]°° compact. Cases a) 
and b) follow from Lemmas 3-l^» 3*1^ respectively.
Suppose that X is separable and metrizable,
CP e C(M,X0 ) and CP[M]°° is weakly compact. Let (Pn ) be
a collection of semi-norms generating the topology on X ,
and (x^ a sequence in X ' so that Pn (x ) =
s u p k |<x,x^ k>| for all n and x e X. Applying Lemma 3-13 
with the zero neighborhoods fx e X:i<x,x' ,>| < 1 } ,
there is a function O jS—*CP[M] (j fo} such that
< a ( * )>x n, \!> is 0X1 ^ ° ( u ) a n d  =
r<°(t),x' >x_(dt) for n, k e N and m e M.y ii| K in
0[S]°° c  <p[M]00 and so Is weakly compact. For x e X and
n € N , p (o(.)-x) = supv|<o(.)-x,x' y>| is measurable, n it ic
so the Inverse Image under o of open balls Is In C(t).
Since X Is separable metric, each open set in X is the
countable union of such open balls and consequently o is
measurable.
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o is weakly measurable and o[S}°° is weakly compact, so 
o is locally Xm*integrable for m e M. Since
<3>(m) -  |  ° ( t ) x ra. -  °  f o r  e a c h  x n , K  '  “
J « ( t ) x n( d t ) .
Case d) is much easier. Let ( y n ) be a dense set 
in Y , where Y 1 = X , and apply Lemma 3*13 with the 
collection (x c X:l<yn,x>| < 1], There is a function
<?:S - >(p[M] u ( o j c q»[M]°° such that <yn ,a(.)> e (u )
and <yn ,flp(m)>  = | <yn<°(t)>Xn (dt) for n e N and m e M.
Since (yn ) is dense in the metric space Y ,
<y,CT( *)> e . Since o [ s ] ° °  is d(X,Y) compact, a
is xm “lntegrable for each m e M and <yn>flP(m ) jG(t)Xm (dt)>
= o for all y „ . Since (y„) is dense,n v*'n/
*(m) = Jo(t)xm (dt).
Notice that in each of the four cases above, 
a [ s ] ° °  c  f l p [ M ] ° ° .
Proof of 1): If \:t - ^ X  has a derivative in
/;“ (u,X) , then Ag(\)00 is compact by Lemma 3.12. Suppose
Ag (X)°° is compact and choose It as in (c) of Theorem 3*^*
By the discussion above, there is a function o e ^“ (u,X) 
such that 0[S]°° <=1t[M]00 = AS (X)°° and ^(ra) =
g(o)(m) * j"o(t)Xm (dt) for m e M. By Lemma 3*10, Jt(E) =
|^,a(t)^(dt) for ol I. E e t . The containment Ag(X)
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o° c
o[S]°° follows from Lemma 3.3.
Proof of 2): Let A e CP(f.1',X). There Is a
U-Lipschitz measure X : T — f X  such that Af = Jf(t)X.(dt) and 
is compact. Choosing X e C(M,X) and (7 e as In
I), we have X[m]°° = A<, (x ) °° and X (E) = J'g® (t)u (dt) for
all E e t . Then clearly, A? = f (t) O (t )U (dt) = q(3f)(T*),
ooso q Is onto. Further, if V = V is a zero neighborhood 
in X , then [A?: ||¥|| < l)°° = As <x)°° =^[M]°° = g(a)[M]°0
C V if and only if p^fa) < 1 (by the proof of Lemma 3.1-2) •
Conclusion 1) of Theorem 3*1-6 when u has a lifting 
is well-known, although not generally stated for locally 
convex spaces. A discussion of the evolution of theorems of 
this form is to be found in the introduction.
It is not generally true that the derivative of a 
Lipschitz measure with compact average range is anymore than
00weakly measurable. For example, the measure X:t —  
given by X (E) = (J'Ee^7r̂ n\i (dt) ) , where ^ is Lebesque
measure on the Lebesque sets T of [o,l], is u-Lipschltz
C O  1and has compact average range in o ( t  , t  ). The function
a(t) = (e27rint) is not equal u - a.e. to any norm 
separably valued function into l°° , since the complement
in [o,l] of any u-zero set contains an uncountable set S
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with the property that a - t is irrational for s,t e S ,
and since ||°(s) - = suPn l s"^)-i| = 2  if s-t
is irrational.
Corollary 3.17: Suppose that either d has a
lifting, or that X is separable and metrizable. If 
#:L'(u)x is a continuous bilinear form, there is a
zero neighborhood V = V°° in X and a weak-star measurable 
function q?: S — 1yV° such that #(f,x) = Jf (t)<x,qp( t)>d (dt) .
||f | = sup||x| ^ -jJ|<x,cp( • )>||O0 if X is normed. The converse 
of the theorem is also true.
Proof: There is a zero neighborhood V = V°° in X
such that |f(f, x)| < 1  whenever I fII < 1 and x e V.
The maps x — *f(Xg»x) , E e t # are continuous on X , so
there is an additive set function X:t — »X' such that
<x,x(E)> = ♦ (Xg»x) , E e t and x e X. Clearly X is a
u-Lipschitz measure and Ag(\) C  V°. By Theorem 3*16,
there is a weak-star measurable function qp:S— ->Ag(X)00 C
V° such that <x,X(E)> = J'g<x,qp( t)> U (dt) for all E € t ,
x e X. Then if f G < nal*E is T "slmPle»
• (fix) = ^  < nai#(^ E 1,x) = ri < naijE1<x,cp(t)>U (dt> =
>d(dt). Since the j-simple functions are dense 
in L^fd) and f is continuous, this representation holds
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for all f e The expression for the norm and the
converse are Immediate.
Chapter Four
Throughout this chapter (S,t ,u ) Is a complete,
positive measure space, V the U-zero sets In t and X
a locally convex space.
Lemma 4.1: Suppose * is a subset of t\7I such
that
1) every element of t\?j contains an element of # ,
and
2) • is closed under finite disjoint union.
EIf E e t\7T and e > o , then there is an F € 2 0 *
such that u(E\F) < e.
Proof: Let E e t\^ and C be the collection of
Eall pairwise disjoint families in | 0 2 . C is non-empty 
by 1), is partially ordered by inclusion and, by Zorn's 
Lemma, contains a maximal element 9 .  9 must be countable, 
since 3 0 H = $  and Ea e ^(E^) < u(E) for each finite
set (Ea )(j c i c  Since 9 is countable, F\u ® e t .
Using 1) and the maximality of 9 , E\u^ e 71. But then
for e > o there is a finite set (Ei)^ < n C * such
that < nE 1) < c. By 2), U t < ^  e #.
We will use Lemma 4.1 to show that certain properties
of u-continuous measures and weakly measurable functions are
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equivalent, but the lemma is interesting in its own right. 
For example, it implies that (if S is a topological space)
U is regular if every set in t of positive measure con­
tains a compact set of positive measure.
Lemma 4.2: Let d:S— *X be a function and 
X:t — ►  X be an finitely additive, u-continuous set function. 
Each of the following collections is closed under finite 
disjoint unions:
1) (E e t \??: <7[E]°° is compact )
2) (E e t\^: Ag(X.)°° is compact }
3) [E e t\ 7 l : xE satisfies (v) ).
Proof of 1): For < n a pairwise disjoint
family in the first collection, < nEi^ = ^i < n°^E i^ c
^ n0 ^i^°°* Eac^ °[Ei]00 is compact and convex, so
by Theorem 10.2, p.66, of [19] tbe closed convex hull of
^ n ^ t E ^ 00 is also. Consequently, a [u^ < nEi]°° is
compact since it is contained in (U^ ^ nff[E^]00)00.
Proof of 2): If (E^)^ < n is pairwise disjoint
and in the second collection, p c ’-lt < nEi and F /  H ,
then u ( F ) ' h { F )  = < nu(F)-1^ ( F n  E t) -
n f ) > < ^ p ) lxfF 0 Ei^ =
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t„(En El) > 0[“(f)'V”  Ejufrn E1)-1x(En e1) €
r M(E n Et) > Ei ) \ ( ^ ° 0cj:i  < „ \ ( O 0°.
This last set is compact and absolutely convex, so
A. (X)°° is compact,
i < n 1
The proof of 3) is immediate.
As in the u-Lipchitz case, compactness of A^(X)°° 
for certain E isnearly equivalent to an approximation 
condition on X .
Theorem 4.3: Let X:t -->X be a w-continuous
measure. Of the following statements, 1) implies 2) , 2)
implies 3), and, if X is quasl-complete 2) implies 4).
1) Given E e there is an F e 2E 1 (t\9J) such
that Ap(X)°° is compact.
2) For V a zero neighborhood In X , E e t\71 and
e > o , there is an F e 2^0 t , a partition
(Fl^l < n C T of F and vectora Cxt)i < n c
Ap(X)°° such that U(E\F) < e and X{G) -
E 1 nu(G n F1)x1 e u (G)V for all G e 2F D t.
3) Given E e t\1? there is an F e 2E 0 (t\97) such
that A p ( x ) ° °  is totally bounded.
4) For V a zero neighborhood in X and E e
with Ae (X)°° bounded, there is a pairwise disjoint
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Esequence C^n )n > i c ^ ^ T 8X1(1 a sequence (xn )n > i c
Ae (X)°° such that H(E\Un > 1En ) = o and X(F) -
Z n > jufFD En )xn € u (F)V for all F e 2E H T .
Proof: We note first that for E e r\ H  > A E ( X ) ° °  =
Ag(XE )00. The containment AE (X)°° c Ag (*E)°0 obvious.
Let F C t\7L If u(E PI F) = o , then u (F)-1Xe (f) = o by
the u-continuity of X . If H(E 0 F) > o , then
U(F)-1Xe (F) = [U(F)-1U(E 0 F)]U(E n F)_1X ( E n  F) e
M ( F) ~\t (E n f)ae (X)°° C Ae (\)°°.
If E e t\* and A E ( x ) ° °  is compact, then the
average range of XE is compact. ^E is H-Lipchitz since
Ae (X)°° is bounded and X is U-continuous. Thus that 1)
implies 2) and 2) implies 3) follows from Lemma 4.1 and 
Theorem 3*5*
Suppose that 2) holds. Inductively we may choose
Ea pairwise disjoint sequence (^n )n > i c ^ T sucb that
for each n , ki(E\Ujc < ^ 8X1(1 ^F satisfies (V).— n
Let (Enjl)t < be a partition of Fn and
< m(n) =  V l ) ° °  '  
k <pn n -  E 1 < m(n)u <En , l  °  G>xn , l  € , i ( 0  "  Fn ) V  f o r  eaCh
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G € t . For any Index n and G e 2® n <r\7i) ,
Ek < J X <G n Pk> '  E 1 < m ( k ) M G  n Ek , l ) x k , i ] *
E k < nU(G n Fk )V = E k n[u(G)_:lU(G 0 Fk )]M(G)V = U(G)V.
Since u (E\uk > 1Ffe) = o , X [G fl (Uk < nFk ) ]—f  X (G) . The
series E k > 1E 1 < m (k)^(G n ^ i ) 3̂  1 converges since
^ k . l ^  > i,l < m(k) 18 bounded in E 1>kG(G n Fk>1) < U(G).
Since we may choose V to "be a closed zero neighborhood,
M o )  -  E k > j E i  < m(k)u ( 0  n Ek , i ) x k , i  8 M O ) V  for
G e 2E fl .
Theorem 4.4: Let X ;T— >-x be a measure satisfying
1) X is u-continuous,
2) Vy(X,S) < «> for each zero neighborhood U , and
3) given E c t\^ , there is an F e 2E fl (t\9?)
such that Ap,(X)°° is compact.
Then for each zero neighborhood U in X , there is a 
pairwise disjoint collection (Ei)i < n C T vectors
<x i > i < n C X  such that V X - £ i < n ^ E tV S ) < X *
Proof: Let U be a zero neighborhood in X. If
Vy(X,s) = o then the desired conclusion follows trivially.
If Vjj(X,s) > o , let Fq e r \ 7 l such that
Vu (X,S\Fo) < 1/3. Applying Theorem 1.5 on the restriction
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of X and u to Fq , there Is a 6 > o such that 
E € 2F° (1 t and u(E) < 6 implies V^fXjE) < 1/3*
By Theorem 4.3, there Is an e 2 ° 0 (t\9J) , a partition
(E i) 1 < n c  T of Fi 811(1 vectors (x1)1 < n c  X 
satisfying u(FQ\F^) < 6 and X{G) - < nu (G n Ei^xi €
U(G)[3"1U(F0)*:LU] for all G € 2F1 0 t . Then
V* - Ei < nuElxi’S) = V X'SNFo> + V*'Po'Fl> + 
V x " E1 < nuE1xl’Fl̂ — 2/3 + V X _ E1 < nwE1xi' Fl̂ •
On subsets of Fx , P ^ M O  - E 1 <, (')x i) ts
dominated by the measure 3 ‘V ( F 0)_:1U , bO
V X ’ S 1 < nuElxi>Fl) * 3'̂ (P0)'V(Fi) < 1/3.
The approximation condition 4) considered in 
Theorem 4.3 would arise if X had a derivative with respect 
to li which could be approximated uniformly on sets in 
t by countably valued simple functions. By Egoroff's 
Theorem, the pointwise limit of a sequence of simple 
functions into an F-space can be approximated in this 
manner. The conclusion of Theorem 4.4 corresponds to 
approximation in mean by simple functions.
Definition 4.5: A function <*:S-^X is of type
(c) If
1) °  Is weakly measurable, and
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2) given E e t \?I , there la an F e 2E D (t \?Z) 
such that °[F]00 Is compact.
By Lemma's 4.1 and 4.2, 2) Is equivalent to 2'); 
given E e t\*I and e > o , there Is an 
F e 2E 0 (t\9?) such that U(E\F) < e and 0[F]°° is 
compact.
Notice that the definition depends both on the 
given topology on X and the given measure u . Also,
the functions of type (c) form a vector space. Clearly a
scalar multiple of a function of type (c) is also of 
type (c). If d1 and are of type (c) and E e r \ 7 l ,
choose F^ c 2Ei- 0 (t\?J) such that M(E\F^) < 3~"H-*(E)
and ci[Fi]°° is compact. n F£ / W since
u(e\(f1 n f2 ))< u(e\fx) + w(e\f2) < 2/3 W(E).
(C1 + °2)[F1 0 F2] C  ffltFl ]0° + 02[F2 ]00- Thls sum is 
compact and absolutely convex, so ^ E^]00
is compact.
Definition 4.6: A function c * :S^X is Pettis
integrable (locally Pettis Integrable) with respect to u 
If
!) <°( 0 » x '> e f°r a11 x* e X' , and
2) the equation < ( t)u (dt), x *> = J^C^ft) ,x'>U (dt) 
has a solution for all E e C ( t )  (for all E c t).
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Certainly if o is locally Pettis integrable with
respect to d , then the indefinite integral is
d-continuous and is a measure by Groethendieck*s Theorem.
Definition 4.7: A function d ; s — x is
B-integrable with respect to u if
1) o is of type (c), and
2) for each zero neighborhood U in X , there is a
0^ e ^ ( d )  such that |<d(.),x'>| < ay u - a.e
for each x' e U ° . Below, d^ will always denote 
a function in (d) such that
®u = supx- E
Proposition 4.8: Suppose X is quasi-complete,
U has the direct sum property and d ;g — is B-integrable 
with respect to d .
1) Then c is Pettis integrable with respect to d 
and Pu (J'E®(t)u(dt)) < Xe °IjC t)U (dt) for all
E e C(t ) .
2) The indefinite integral X(E) = J Ed(t)d (dt) ,
E e C(T ), is a u-continuous measure of finite
variation and satisfies Vy(X,E)
3) If E e t \?1 , then there is an F e 2^ H {T\̂ l)
such that Ap(X)°° Is compact.
4) Given a zero neighborhood U In X , there are 
vectors (x i)i < n C X 610(1 a Pa*rwlse disjoint
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collection (E,). . „ c t such that v 1f i < n
V X ” < nkiE1x i,S  ̂ ^  lm
Proof of 1): Let E e T\?f. There is an increasing
E — 1sequence (En ) c 2 n t such that M(E\En ) < n and
<7[En ]°° is compact for each n. Let xn be the weak
integral of . For each zero neighborhood U and
n
m > n , P u C ^  - xn ) < SUPX . € U° \ E \E I <°( t), x 5M |(dt) <J m n 1
Ie \e °u(t)U (dt)* If X = llmnxn then» for x ' 6 x '< 
m n
<x,x'> = lim <x ,x •> = lini^fg <o (t), x'>u (dt) =
J n
Je<°( t)>x ’> t(dt) since E\UnEn e 91.
The argument is only slightly different for 
E e C(t). Let (Ea )a c t be a decomposition of S
guarenteed by the direct sum property. The collection
(Je ^ E <*(t)u(dt):a e J\ ] is absolutely summable, since for
each finite set I c and 2ero neighborhood U ,
E a e Ip U ^J e  nEaa (t  ̂ u (d t ) ) l £ a e i J e  0 -
Clearly, if x = linij flntte c  A  Sa e I
Je He **(dt) » then <x*x '> =
J'E<a( t), x'>u (dt) for all x' e X f.
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Proof of 2): For each zero neighborhood U and
E e C(t ) , py (J£a (t)u (dt) (dt) , so X Is a
u-continuous measure of finite variation and
Vjj(X,E) < JkE<?u (t)u (dt) . It is possible to write Vy(XiE) =
^gS(t)u(dt) for some g € Z^(u) since u has the direct
sum property and Vy is u-continuous. Then for x' e U° ,
JEI <c(t),x'>lu(dt) = V(x'\,E) < V^X.E) = j Ez ( t ) U { d t )  for
all E e C(t ). Thus I<a(.),x f>| < g u-a,e., and since
x 1 e U° was arbitrary, *3̂  _< g and
J Eg(t)u(dt) = Vjjfx.E) for all E e C(t ).
The argument to establish 3) is the same as in 
Chapter 3, The last part of the theorem is merely a 
restatement of Theorem 4.4.
Theorem 4.9: Suppose u has the direct sum pro­
perty and \:t — ► X  is a measure. For X to be the 
indefinite integral of a locally Pettis integrable function 
of type (c), it is necessary and sufficient that
1) X is u-continuous,
2) V(X 'x,S) < « for each x 1 € X' , and
3) given E e t \*T there is an F € 2^ r> (t \?1)
such that Ap(X)°° is compact.
The derivative a of X may be choosen so that, for each 
E c t , a[E] is contained in the countable union of compact
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3ets of form Ap{x)°° for some F's In C(t).
Proof of Necessity: If a:S— Is locally Pettis
Integrable and \ (E) = Jg£j(t)u (dt), then 1) and 2) are
clearly satisfied. For E € t\TJ there Is an
F € 2E n (tN’I) such that o[F]°° Is compact. Then for 
G e 2F 0 T , X{G) = J Go(t)u(dt) e u(G)0[F]oo> so Ap (X )°°
Is compact.
Proof of Sufficiency: First suppose S € t . Using
Theorem 4.3* there Is a pairwise disjoint sequence (En )CT
such that u(S\uk < nEfc) < n”1 and Ap (X)°° is compact
for each n. For each n , let Xn (E) = X(E 0 En ). Each
Xn is u-Lipschitz and Agfx^ 00 = Ap ( X ^ 0 . By Theorem 3*16*
there is a weakly measurable function ° S - ^ A C (X„)°0 suchn b n
that *n (F) = J Fon (t)u(dt) , F e T . Set a = * ny i an* E n ' 
o is weakly measurable.
Let x' e X 1. For n, m c N ,
Jl <i:k = nak (t X̂Ek (t^ x,>lu d̂t5 = ^k = *
^k = nv (x jEk^ = V(x'X,uJ = nEk ). Since <X(.)*x '> is
bounded variation, the equivalence classes in L^(u)
of the partial sums <^k ^ n°kXg (')*x '> are a Cauchy
It
sequence. Since the sequence converges pointwise to
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<o(.),x'> , <^(-)»x ’> G For E e T >
J E<»(t).x'>u(at) = i i ^ k  < nJE n Ek<oK(t),x'>n(dt) =
“ V ^ k  < n<X<Ek 0 E >’*'> * llmn<X (U k < n<E 0 Ek)>>* ’> =
<X(E),x’>, since X is a u-continuous measure and
u ^ Un > lEn  ̂ = ° *
It only remains to show that a Is of type (c). 
Let E e t \71. Then Er H E / ^ for some n , and
a[E nE ]°° =  an [En ]°° c a e (X)°° , so 0[E n En ]°° is
n
compact.
More generally, suppose S resolves into the 
"direct sum" of the collection (Eaia ej\c T * For each
a e _A , let Xft(F) = X(F fl Eft) and Ma (F) = U(F fl Eft) ,
F e C(t )« By the special case, there is a ®a :S—►X
of type (c) such that X(Eft 0 F) = *a (F ) =JF°a ( t ûa^dt  ̂ =
fF (aaXE for F e t . s « Ea^aXE is weakly
* a a
measurable, since is weakly measurable for each a.
Ea
Let x 1 e X'. As in the special case.
Z a € lIl<0aXE (*).*•>!“ («) - C. £ IV(x'X,Ea ) < V(x'X.,S)<«.* Cl
for each finite set I c .A . Thus J =
(a £j\sJ|°0 (t)xE (t),x'>l U(dt)^o) Is countable and for X a 
finite set in -A * lprTaeraaXEjx (t) ,x*>u (dt|=V(x 'X fUaeIn jEa ) .
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Proceeding as before, <o('),x'> e ^ ( u )  and <X(E),x(> =
(t),x ’>U(dt) for all E e t .
Finally, let E e t\*I. Then E f| Eft ^  fl for some 
a e j\ . Since is of type (c), there is an
F e 2E ^ Ea 0 (Afl) such that ^ [ F ]00 = a [F]°° is compact.
Theorem 4.10: Suppose ki has the direct sum pro­
perty, X is quasi-complete and X:C(t ) — y X  is a measure. 
For X to be the indefinite integral with respect to u 
of a B-integrable function, it is necessary and sufficient 
that
1) X is y-continuous,
2) VX..S) < °° for each zero neighborhood U , and
TJl3) given E e t\?I , there is an F e 2 n (t\9?) 
such that Ap(X)°° is compact.
The derivative 0 of X may be choosen so that, for each 
E e t\7? , ff[E] is contained in the countable union of 
compact sets Ap(X)°° , for some elements F of t.
Proof of Sufficiency: By Theorem 4.9 there is a
function of type (c) such that X(E) =Jg°(t)^(dt) for
E e t . Let U be a zero neighborhood in X. By Theorem 
10.8.5 of [5], there is a g e ^ 1(M) such that VU (^,E) = 
JEg(t)u(dt) for E e t. For x' e u° ,
J E |<o(t),x'>|u(dt) = V(x'X,E) < VU (X,E) = J Eg(t)M(dt) for
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all E g t t so )<0(*)*x '>i <. S ^ - a.e. Thus 0 Is 
B-integrable.
Let E e C(T ). Going back to the proof of
Proposition 4.8, the collection {JE ^ E 0(t)l-i (dt) :& e _A)01
is absolutely summable to J Ea (t)U (dt), where (^a )a e^ c T
is a decomposition of S given by the direct sum property.
For x ' € X 1 , <JE 0  E^d( t)U (dt) ,x f> = <X(Ef| E0 ),x'> ,
since E H E_ e t . Since {X (E fl E_) :0L c _A) is summable a ' <*
to \  (E) , X(E ) = J E»(t)n(dt).
Hereafter we will be chiefly concerned with F-spaces 
and with measures of finite variation into F-spaces.
Proposition 4.11. Let X be an F-space, u have 
the direct sum property and CT:S—vX be a weakly measurable 
function.
1) a is of type (c) in the metric topology if and
only if 0 is locally essentially separably valued, 
that is, for each E e t there is an
F e 2E D such that 0[E\F] is separable.
2) If 0 is of type (c) in the metric topology, then
0 is measurable and PyO0 is measurable for each
absolutely convex zero neighborhood U in X.
3) 0 is B-Integrable if and only If 0 Is of type
(c) in the metric topology and Py00 e for
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each zero neighborhood U in X. In the latter
case, Py cP = 0^ u - a.e.
Proof of 1): Suppose Q is locally essentially
separably valued, let E c t \W and o < e < u(E). We may
assume ®[E] lies in a separable subspace of X. By
Moore's Theorem, is measurable. Let (U ) be aE ' rrr
neighborhood basis at zero. Since a [E] lies in a
Lindelof space (separable and metric), for each m there
is a sequence (x „) c  X such that ^[El c' m, n
^ n(x™ „ + U„). Fix an index m. For each n u n > 1v m, n nr
E 0 < n<xm,k + V ’ = E n (‘’V ^ ' W V k  + V ’
is in C(t ) and the union over n of all such sets is E.
Thus there is a positive integer n(m) such that 
< „ ( „ ) ( \ )k + U J ]  < 2-me. Let F =
Ef1 nm >  < n(m)C*m ,k + % ) ! •  F l a i n  C(t),
contained in E , ii(E\F) < e , F / V (since e < M- (E )) 
and, for each m , a[F] c uk < m (n )(xmfk + um )* Since
(U ) is a basis at zero, a [F] is totally bounded and
consequencly <J[F]°° is compact.
Part 2) of the proposition follows from the first 
and Moore's Theorem. To see 3)* suppose o is B-integrable 
and let U be a zero neighborhood in X. For x r e U°
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and E e C(t ) , J E |<0(t),x'>|u(dt) < V(x'X,E) < Vy(\,E) =
('t)u (eit.) , where X is the indefinite integral of a .
Thus l<°(*)*x '>l< CTU U -  a.e. Let E e t \71. By part 1) 
we may assume that 0[E] is separable. Let r be a 
countable set in U° such that Py(x) = SUPX ,epl<x,x ’>| 
for all x e o[E] . Then PyOOftJXg = Py (<*XE (t)) =
supx' e r l <OXE ^ * ) ^x f > | < au ^ E a “ a *e *
It is now possible to restate Theorem 4.10 for 
F-space, and obtain a generalization of Bieffel's Theorem 
([16]).
Theorem 4.12; Suppose X is an F-space, U has
the direct sum property and X:C(r)->X is a measure. For 
X to be the indefinite integral of a Bochner integrable 
function, it is necessary and sufficient that
1) X is n-continuous,
2) V(X,S) < co , and
3) given E e r \ V  there is an F e 2^ H (t\7?) such
that Ap(X)°° is compact.
Lemma 4.13: Suppose X is an F-space, E € t\^
and X: t —► X  is a measure of finite variation on t . There 
is an F e 2® H (t\7J) such that Ap(X)°° is bounded.
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Proof: Let (Pn ) be a countable collection of
Beml-norms which generate the topology on X and let
vn ( x , - )  be the variation of , where
U = fx e X: Pn (x ) < 1J* For each n there Is a
gn € ^ 1(u) such that Vn (x,F) = J p g n ( t)u (dt) for all
F e C(t ). For n and k positive Integers, let
E t = (s e S: |gM (s)| < k}. For each n there is ak n
kn such that ^(F\En R ) < 2"(n+1V(E). Let F =
* n
"n > lEn,kn - Slnce U < ^ P > > lu < ^ En,Kn > ^  V s * <E > *
F <  » , and for G £ 2F fl t , Pn (X(G)) < Vn (X,0) <
KnH(G) , so AF(X) is bounded.
Corollary 4.14: Suppose ^ has the direct sum
property, X Is an F-space and Y is a total subspace of
X' such that, bounded sets are relatively ff(X,Y) compact. 
If \:t —*-X is a ^-continuous measure and Vy(\,S) < «
for each zero neighborhood U, then there is a function 
®:S— •'X such that
1) <o(*)*x '> e for each x' e Y , and
2) <X {E ), x 1 > = (t),x'Xi(dt) for x 1 e Y and
E € t .
Proof: By the preceeding lemma, \  satisfies the
hypothesis of Theorem 4.9 if X is considered under a (X,Y).
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This is essentially Theorem 5, p. 264, of*
Dinculeanu in [5]. To see this, let X and Y be B-space 
and suppose A. is a measure from t into B(X,Y). Let Q 
be the natural isometry of Y into Y" , and consider the 
measure Qo\ of t into L(X,Y"). Bounded sets in 
B(X,Y") are relatively compact for the topology of weak- 
star, simple convergence, that is, the topology induced by 
the semi-norms pv ,rl(A) = |<y',Ax>| , where x e X and
y ' e y * .
As special cases of measures with values in B(X,Y) 
we may take either X or Y to be the scalar field. When 
Y is the scalar field the above considerations give a 
Radon-Nichodym theorem for adjoint valued measures. When 
X is the scalar field, a u-continuous measure of finite 
variation into B(X,Y) = Y has a derivative in Y " . Also,
the proposition includes the case of scalar valued measures.
Theorem 4.15: Suppose u has the direct sum
property, X is a reflexive F-space and \:C(t ) - ^ X  is a 
measure. For X to be the indefinite integral with respect to u 
of a Bochner Integrable function, it is necessary and 
sufficient that
1) X is u-continuous, and
2) Vy(\,S)<<» for each zero neighborhood U.
Proof: By Lemma 4.13, each E e t \?? contain a set
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F fl such that AF (X)°° Is bounded, and hence compact for
°(X,X'). By Theorem 4.9, there Is a weakly measurable 
function CT:S -*X such that \(E) = J pd( t)U (dt) for
E e r . We first show, using a slight modification of an 
argument due to Phillips in [151* that o is locally 
essentially separably valued.
Let E e t\ 7 l . By Theorem 4.9, we may assume ®[E] 
is contained in the countable union of sets Ap(\)00 for
which Ap (X)°° is weakly compact. Let Ap(X)°° be such a
set. The measure \p(G) = X(G 0 F) has weakly compact
average range with respect to M , so by Theorem 2.15, the
operator Af = Jf(t)\E (dt) from L^(u) into X is weakly
compact. By Theorem 1 of [8], A maps weakly compact sets
Einto relatively compact sets, so fX(G):G e P ^ O T )  is
Fcompact in X. Thus (X(G):G 6 2 0 t) is separable and 
so Af (x)°° is also. Since 0[E] is contained in the
countable union of such sets, ff[E] is separable.
<7 is weakly measurable and locally essentially 
separably valued, so is of type (c) in the metric topology 
by Proposition 4.11. Repeating the argument used in 
Theorem 4.10, 0 is B-integrable and \(E) =JEa (t)u(dt)
for all E e C(t )
The indefinite Integral with respect to M of a 
B-integrable function has three obvious properties; it is
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u-contlnuous, of finite variation and has relatively compact 
range (see Proposition 4.8). The preceedlng result shows 
that In reflexive F-spaces these three properties 
characterize measures with B-integrable derivatives. Such 
a characterization does not hold In non-reflexive spaces.
To see this, let u be Lebesgue measure on the Lebesgue
sets t of [o,l], and define X:t -^C[o,1] by
X(E)(s) = w([o,s] 0 E). For s < t | x ( E ) ( S )  - X (E) (t) I =
u([s,t] n E) min[U (E), ( s - t|), so the range of X is
equicontinuous and uniformly bounded, and X has variation
U, The derivative of X in C[o,l]" is given by
a(t) = since, for x' e C[o,l]' and E e t ,
derivative in C[o,1], then that derivative would have to 
be equal (for each t e [o,l]) to a(t) ki - a.e., which 
is Impossible.
property, X is a nuclear F-space and X:C(t )— is a 
measure. X Is the Indefinite Integral with respect to 
u of a Bochner integrable function If and only If X is 
u-continuous.
If \ were to have a
Theorem 4.15: Suppose U has the direct sum
Proof: A nuclear F-space is reflexive (see [19]*
Corollary 2, p.101) so we need only show that X is of
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finite variation. Suppose Vy(X,S) = °° for some zero 
neighborhood U in X, Let F^ = S . There is a partition 
&1 of such that 1 < EF £ ^ P ^ M F ) ) .  For some
F2 « Pi- V X 'F2> = so we may choose a partition 
of F2 such that 2 - E p £ (Fg]pU ^  (F ) ̂ <
Ep e p PyC^fF)). Continuing in this manner, there is a
decreasing sequence (^n )n > \  in C(t) and partitions
P of F such that F - e P and n - n n n+1 n
E i < n - 1EF e Pj\ fF1+1 P̂U^X ̂ < r F e PnPU^X (F ^  for
each n > 1.
The collection fE: E e ^n\fFn+1) for some n) is
pairwise disjoint so, since X is a measure,
fX(E):E e ^n^ Fn+l^ for some ts suitable in X. But
for n > 1 , n < Pu(x (Fn+1)) + ^  < n^fcP^ {F1+ 1)PU^X *
Since (F ) is a decreasing sequence, llm X(p ) exists 'n' « * n ' n+i'
and in particular supnPy(X(Fn+i)) < « , so
{X(E): E € P \fFn+1) f°r some nj is not absolutely
summable.
Corollary 4.17: Suppose u has the direct sum
property and X is a nuclear F-space. If o : S —*X is
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Pettis Integrable with respect to u, then there Is a Bochner
#Integrable function o : S —>X such that
<o(*)>x r> = <*»*(•),x'> u - a.e. for each x 1 e X'.
Proof: By the preceeding theorem, there is a
B-integrable function such that JgO(t)U(dt) =
J'g0* (t)u(dt) for all E e C{T ) , so a and a * are equal
weakly almost everywhere.
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